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I

llicit Trade in terms of smuggling, counterfeiting and piracy is considered as one of the world's fastest
growing 'industry'. It is an enduring problem that escalates each day in scope and magnitude and thus
impacts industries, consumers, governments and economies. Smuggling and counterfeiting can have
broad economy-wide effects on trade, foreign investment, employment, innovation, criminality,
environment and most importantly on the heath of the consumers.
8%-15% of global GDP is impacted due to illicit trade and criminal activities. It is estimated that the total
economic and social costs globally due to counterfeiting and piracy world-wide stood between USD 737
to USD 898 billion in 2013 and this is expected to go up to USD 1.54 to USD 1.87 trillion by 2022, suggesting
an increase of 108 per cent. In-addition the total employment losses globally due to counterfeit and piracy
stood at 2 to 2.6 million jobs in 2013 and is expected to rise to 4.2 to 5.4 million jobs in 2022, suggesting an
approximate increase of 110 per cent.
For some time now illicit trade is also known to provide the fuel that energizes the terror machine. Many
prominent terrorist organisations like the Hezbollah, Lashkar-e-Taiba, Al-Qaida, ISIS, Irish Republican
Army rely on illicit trade for financing 20 per cent of their operations. In Italy, the mafia are also known to
run illicit trade supply chains and at times the foreign organized crime groups manage day-to-day
operations with mafia authorization and oversight. The perpetrators of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris
were found to have actively indulged in the illicit trade of cigarettes. The list goes on and we are racing
against time to effectively counter this multi-dimensional evil force that is going from strength to strength
and has total disregard for human life.
With a growing economy, India also faces the challenge of countering illicit trade in smuggled &
counterfeit goods. In India, the estimated loss to the industry, and just for 7 sectors only, which are
automobile parts, FMCG personal goods, FMCG packaged goods, tobacco, alcoholic beverages, mobile
phones and computer hardware, is about Rs. 105,381 Crs and a loss of revenue to government is about
Rs. 39239 Crs for the year 2013-14. It is notable here that average increase in these loses have been as much
as 45 %, and in just two years!!
Given the emphasis on India's economic development and the much anticipated growth trajectory;
technology, invention, and innovation will play a key role in charting out India's growth strategy. However,
illegal trade practices will prove to hinder this progression. India today has the potential to become a
global manufacturing hub. However, in the absence of an adequate enforcement mechanism to stop
counterfeiting and smuggling, can act as a dampener in achieving this goal.
Despite several efforts undertaken to curb smuggling, counterfeiting and piracy, the illicit markets
continue to thrive across all industry segments. Hence, a proactive strategy should be in place to fight this
serious menace to public health and safety, and to the national exchequer. Cooperation amongst
stakeholders (including international and domestic regulatory and investigative agencies), streamlining
of complex tax structures, stringent governance practices and enforcement of existing laws are required
to curb this tumorous threat.
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Major Issues/Concerns
n

The challenge of counterfeited and smuggled goods has emerged as a global problem

n

Low barriers to the market entry and infiltration, no country is immune from the impact of
counterfeiting and smuggling and no single sector can be said to be an exception

n

The market for fake or counterfeit or smuggled products is one of the biggest challenges faced by
Indian industry, impacting 'Brand India' globally

n

Consumers receive poorer quality products that are unregulated and unsafe

n

Businesses suffer lower income and damaged brands, they may have to cut jobs and reduce investment
leading in turn to lower economic growth

Set up on 18th January 2011, 'Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy' (CASCADE) by FICCI is a unique forum working towards facing and countering
the challenge of growing illicit trade in counterfeits, pass offs and smuggled goods in the domestic
economy.

FICCI CASCADE is pursuing the Agenda of Highlighting:
n

Legitimate industry is adversely affected

n

Consumers' health and safety is being jeopardized

n

Illegitimate industry is flourishing

n

Loss to the exchequer

n

Burden on welfare costs and enforcement cost

n

Black money being generated

n

Increased criminalization

Generating
Awareness
Capacity Building
of Law Enforcement
Authorities

4-Pronged
approach of
FICCI CASCADE

Interaction with Law
Enforcement Authorities
Research and
Proposing
Law Reforms
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Mandate
Knowledge Management

Awareness Generation
n

To p u t t h e i s s u e o f s m u g g l e d ,
contraband and counterfeit products
high on the social agenda

n

To generate and spread awareness on
the hazardous impact of smuggled,
contraband and counterfeit products

n

To interact with the law enforcement
author ities to emphasize on the
importance of continued awareness and
seriousness of the impact of smuggled
and counterfeit goods

n

8

To achieve a high "issue recall" on antismuggling and anti-counterfeiting in
the minds of consumers and to sensitize
the supply chain personnel towards the
harm that smuggled, contraband and
counterfeit products cause and to
emphasize the importance of their role
in grappling with the social issue
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n

To engage in systematic assimilation and
dissemination of enforcement
techniques, procedures and strategies
for the guidance of its members through
various interactive events

n

To commission research and propose law
and policy reforms to Government and
other relevant stakeholders through
knowledge papers, report, studies on
issues related to counterfeiting and
smuggling

n

To provide a platform for sharing the best
practices followed globally for
combating contraband, smuggled and
counterfeit products

n

To engage in capacity building activities
for the benefit of law enforcement
agencies and other CASCADE
stakeholders including Judicial, Police
and Customs Officers

n

To tap into initiatives of various
international fora such as ICC BASCAP,
WIPO Advisory Committee on
Enforcement, WCO and others to identify
existing gaps in India and building
synergies in collaborative mode

n

To study and have full appreciation of the
enforcement initiatives of developed
countries as well as developing countries

Networking
n

To work in synergy with other foreign
institutions and bodies working in the
realm of anti-counterfeiting and antismuggling

n

To identify and facilitate CASCADE
stakeholders to network with legal
services providers and investigators who
have excellent relationships in the local
law enforcement machinery and who
have consistently delivered high yield
counterfeiting raids across India

Policy Advocacy
n

To assist the Government in formulating
its response to regional and multilateral
agreements and model laws being
proposed by international organizations
such as INTA, WIPO, WCO etc

n

To assist the Government of India in
formulating its position in ongoing
bilateral negotiations having an impact
on enforcement issues related to
counterfeiting and smuggling
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2019

MASCRADE 2019Movement Against Smuggled & Counterfeit Trade

Leading global players join FICCI CASCADE in addressing the
growing threat of illicit trade in India

I

t has long been known that illicit trade in terms of counterfeiting, smuggling and piracy make up a vast
'global businesses', representing a multibillion-dollar illegal industry that creates a significant drain on
the world economy. Further, it negatively impacts legitimate economic activity and facilitates an
underground economy and organized crime that deprives governments of revenues for vital public
services, forces higher burdens on taxpayers, dislocates hundreds of thousands of legitimate jobs and
exposes consumers to dangerous and ineffective products.
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It is this area in which CASCADE (Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying
the Economy), of FICCI, with a view to bring about a change, has been pursuing a campaign to raise
consumer awareness, policy makers in the government, and the concerned enforcement agencies.
As a significant part of this campaign, every year, CASCADE holds its flagship international event, namely,
MASCRADE (Movement Against Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade), which is attended by many delegates
from India and abroad. The sixth edition of this movement was held in New Delhi during 26-27 September
this year with a theme of 'Containing Counterfeiting, Smuggling and Piracy: A Winning Strategy'.
MASCRADE2019 focused on decisive intervention as a way of addressing the debilitating impact of
counterfeiting and smuggling on global economies. This conference was a conscious and well directed
attempt to bring in the best minds from the fields of policy making, law, brand protection, industry,
enforcement agencies and media to find a holistic and permanent solution to the problem of
counterfeiting, smuggling and piracy, which if left unchecked, threatens to subvert the economic and
societal stability of countries across the world.
Shri Anurag Singh Thakur, Hon'ble Minister of State, Finance and Corporate Affairs, Government of
India inaugurating the conference said that the Government along with organizations like FICCI must
fight against counterfeit, illegal smuggling and piracy. He further stated that India needs more awareness
to understand the difference between fake and original goods and urged to leverage use of technology to
stop this growing menace.
In our country any illegal activity is not appreciated and I am sure that we will soon overcome this problem
which triggers criminal activity stated Shri Nityanand Rai, Hon'ble Minister of State, Home Affairs,
Government of India. Addressing the gathering, Hon'ble Minister said that counterfeiting and
smuggling directly impacts health, economy, education and society. We should come together and say no
to counterfeit and smuggled products. The government of India has already taken several measures to
address this issue and FICCI CASCADE should send recommendations on curbing this problem to all
ministries in the government to further strengthen these measures.
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In a special address, Mr. P. K Das, Chairman, Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, highlighted the
several initiatives undertaken by the Government of India to fight the menace of smuggling and
counterfeiting. He said that “money generated through illicit trade funds organized crime and nurtures
illegal drugs trade, he further added that “CBIC India is equipped with all advance technological
wherewithal to detect counterfeit and smuggled products.”
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE in his welcome address emphasised, “I must say that the work
undertaken by Shri Narendra Modi ji's government has been laudable. Under his able directions and
guidance, the seizures of illicit goods are at an all-time high in India. Smuggling and counterfeiting are
increasingly hurting Indian economy and have crept into multiple sections of the society. Immediate steps
are required, both in the form of policy intervention and awareness generation, to address this growing
menace”.
The event saw the release of a study commissioned by FICCI CASCADE to Thought Arbitrage Research
Institute (TARI)—'Invisible Enemy: Impact of Smuggling on Indian Economy and Employment'. The study is a
pioneering effort in India, which quantitatively estimates both revenue and livelihood opportunity lost
due to smuggling in five specific industries. These are: Textiles, Tobacco Products (Cigarettes), Readymade
Garments, Capital Goods (Machinery and Parts) and Consumer (Electronics) Durables. The report also
highlights the key challenges posed by smuggling and suggests possible solutions to make compliance
and related processes more robust with the overarching objective of arresting the spread of smuggling.
To encourage and acknowledge the work of our law enforcement agencies, FICCI CASCADE also felicitated
the best performing officers for the year 2018-19, for their outstanding achievement in the prevention of
counterfeiting & smuggling, and enforcement of anti-smuggling & anti-counterfeiting laws on this
occasion.
Key deliberations and Recommendations – MASCRADE2019
Various issues such as Balanced, Holistic and Futuristic
Strategies; Balancing Brand Security Strategies and
Actionable on Ground Operations; Attacking the roots of
organized crime; Policy and Regulatory framework needed
to Stop Counterfeiting, Smuggling & Piracy from Entering
the Virtual Marketplace among others were deliberated in
the two-day dialogue which was attended by over 600
delegates.
Along with growth in economy, there has also
been rise in illicit trade. In fact, rate of growth
of illicit trade has outpaced the growth in
e c o n o m y. I t h a s c r e d i b l y b e e n
estimated that by 2022, the market
size of this illegal business at global
level will touch US$ 3 trillion. No
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country is immune to this problem, and there is no product, the counterfeit of which is not available in the
market.
A report by USTR informs us that pharmaceuticals and FMCG products are facing a big problem due to
illicit markets. 20% of pharmaceuticals sold in the market are either counterfeit or sub-standard, and in the
case of FMCG products, 7-10% of the market share has been taken away by smuggled or counterfeit goods
which results in a loss of Rs. 21,000 to Rs. 31,000 crore to the legal industry. One alarming aspect of the
illegal business is that money generated through this is the main source of financing of terrorism across
the globe. Different terrorist organizations indulge in smuggling and counterfeiting of specified products
viz Islamic State in cigarettes and mobile phones; Hezbollah in drugs and medicines; Al Qaeda in clothing
and bags; Irish Republican Army in pirated discs and clothing; Hamas in drugs and food products; and
Boko Haram in cigarettes. Rightly so, this evil business is termed as the crime of the 21st century by the FBI.
Speakers in the conference also mentioned about the online sale of counterfeit goods. Nearly one in three
Indians have reported receiving counterfeit products online. An OECD report of March 2019 shows that
worldwide percentage of counterfeit footwear is about 22%, clothing 16%, leather goods 13%, electric
equipments 12%, etc. It is important to note that since brands stand for social status, trust, quality,
originality etc., hence any activity that compromises with this has to be curbed effectively.
It was suggested that vigorous consumer awareness campaigns are required to be undertaken at a large
scale. Further, multimedia campaigns such as government's “Jago Grahak Jago” are also needed to be
launched on a much bigger scale. This will empower the consumers to differentiate between the genuine
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and fake. Industry has also to take steps to safeguard the integrity of supply chains of their products, check
notorious markets regularly, and use technology to track and trace movement of their original products in
transit. Industry has to put thrust on risk assessment and make more investment in intelligence services. To
check this menace, whole-hearted support of the government is necessary. The government has to
establish a nodal vigilance agency to carry out regular monitoring of illegal activities.
A regular and constant dialogue with international stakeholders will also help in disseminating global best
practices. It was suggested that legal provisions dealing with such crimes are needed to be reinforced. The
extant bail provisions are not severe, and that after detection of a case and completion of investigation,
only a few prosecution proceedings result in conviction. It is necessary that bail should carry high amount
of security, there should be stringent monetary penalty for the offences, and imprisonment should be
more rigorous than at present. It was also opined that certainty about infliction of penalty is more effective
than severity of the penal action. Investigation and prosecution must end in a specified period. The need
for separate commercial courts manned by specially trained judges was also recommended. Dynamic
injunctions coupled with punitive damages and making the provision of arbitration applicable for such
offences were discussed. There is a need for a comprehensive national legislation to deal effectively with
organized crime like the one in Maharashtra.
Hon'ble Shri Uday Umesh Lalit, Judge, Supreme Court of India in his valedictory address said that
counterfeiting is like a cancerous cell eating into the body of the society. There must be body to conduct
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constant and vigilant monitoring to curb counterfeiting before it takes place. It is imperative that the
judicial process, executive vigilance and legislative apparatus must work together to stop the menace of
counterfeiting and smuggling.
A systematic treatment and persuasion by global community for stronger enforcement is needed to
address this issue. The conference saw a host of notable international speakers from INTERPOL, US
Intellectual Property-South Asia, UK Intellectual Property Office, Australian Border Force, HM Revenue and
Customs and US Dept. of Homeland Security, and captains from the industry across sectors. Notable senior
Indian government officials from Ministry of Home Affairs, GoI, Department of Law and Justice, Central
Board of Indirect taxes and Customs, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Delhi Police, Customs also took
part in the deliberations and extended their support to this initiative.
Since, the Indian economy has planned to reach the target of US$ 5 trillion by 2024, illicit trade having a
serious decelerating effect on growth, has to be curbed substantially. This will happen only if concerted
effort is made by all stakeholders. All concerned have to cooperate to ensure that an effective and
workable deterrence to contain the spread of this menace, is created without any loss of time. In absence
of such an action, it would be difficult to arrest this menace.
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Seminar

Communication, Coordination and
Collaboration- Strengthening the ﬁght
against counterfeiting and smuggling

August 31, 2019 | Karnataka

T

he connectivity of the world's population has increased phenomenally during the past decades
extending the reach of illicit trade to the remotest corners. Technological advent, fast communication
channels and globalisation have given impetus to the exponential growth of illicit trade in dangerous
forms, such as counterfeiting, smuggling and piracy. According to the World Economic Forum, the
economic leakages from illicit trade creates an annual drain on the global economy of $2.2 trillion, which is
nearly 3% of the world's economy.
In order to discuss this growing concern, FICCI CASCADE organised a seminar on “Communication,
Coordination and Collaboration: Strengthening the Fight against Counterfeiting and Smuggling” in
association with the National Law School of India University, Bengaluru on 31st August 2019. Mr. Ullas
Kamath, Chairman, Karnataka State Council, FICCI in his welcome address said that while the national GDP
was growing at a rate of 5%, the growth of counterfeit goods was outpacing it at nearly 10%. He added that
it was imperative to understand the need for safeguarding the rights of legitimate industry towards
developing competitiveness in various sectors of the economy. Mr. Najib Shah, Former Chairman, Central
Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE in his theme address, stated
that “the realization of the damage counterfeiting causes is not appreciated. On the other hand, smuggling
results in generation of unaccounted wealth and is the immediate trigger for criminal activities. We should
aim to work towards creating an environment where people will want to be innovators and manufacturers
and importers without fear of their work being plagiarised or having to compete with smugglers”.
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“Compounding the problem is that counterfeiting has a nebulous definition”, observed Hon'ble Ms. Justice
Prathiba M. Singh, Judge, Delhi High Court, the Chief Guest at the programme. While commending FICCI
CASCADE's continued campaign in addressing the menace of smuggling and counterfeiting, Justice
Pratibha Singh emphasized on the need for education, awareness and sensitization campaigns amongst
consumers, specially the country's youth, to effectively deal with the problem of illicit trade.
Prof. Dr. M.K. Ramesh, Vice-Chancellor, National Law School of India University, in his address, mentioned
that “tackling the menace of counterfeiting and smuggling should be of prime importance with zero defect
and zero-effect on the environment. The image of India will shine globally if we strengthen our enforcement
of laws, evolve strategies to address this issue and at the same time safeguard the intellect”. The ViceChancellor extended his support and ensured the Law School's commitment to work with FICCI CASCADE
in its fight against smuggling and counterfeiting.
The seminar generated discussions on shortcomings in the existing legal framework and likely solutions
among senior officials including Mr. Pravin Pawar, DIG-CID, Karnataka State Police, Mr. P P Hegde, Criminal
Lawyer, Karnataka High Court, Dr. Nagarathna, National Law School, Mr. S K Murthy, Patent Counsel, Intel
India and Ms. Vijayalakshmi Malkani, IP Counsel, Hindustan Unilever. Hon'ble Mr. Justice Manmohan Sarin,
Former Lok Ayukta, NCT of Delhi, Chief Justice, High Court of Jammu & Kashmir, Judge, High Court of Delhi
and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE, who chaired the panel discussion, said that “our society sees
counterfeit goods as a cost-effective alternative to the real thing. But how many people realise that the
income from fake goods is funding illegal activities?”. DIG CID Mr. Pawar remarked that many junior police
officers lacked the skills required to tackle illicit trading activities. “The police's priority is basic law and order.
Even when anti-counterfeiting busts are effective, convictions are low because of slow justice in courts” he
added.
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The subsequent panel discussions focused on the issue of online counterfeiting, potential solutions with
respect of enforcement and policy guidelines by concerned government departments. Eminent panelists in
the deliberations included Mr. A. K, Jyotishi, Chief Commissioner of Customs, Bengaluru Zone, Mr. T G
Venkatesh, Additional Director, DRI, Bengaluru Zone, Mr. Harikrishna Holla, Advocate, Dr. Anita A Patil,
Assistant Professor, NLSIU, Mr. Pradeep Dixit, General Manager-Industry Affairs, ITC and Mr. Diwakar Singh
Pundir, Head Legal & IP, Marico Limited. Mr. P C Jha, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and Former Chairman, Central
Board of Indirect taxes and Customs, while chairing the session, highlighted that in the last twenty years, the
volume of counterfeiting activities globally had increased 100 times and the size of trade in counterfeited
goods was 10% of the legal international trade amounting to 2% of the world's overall economic output.
“The problem of illicit trade is much more serious than it is commonly perceived”, he emphasized.
Prof. (Dr.) T. Ramakrishna, Professor of Law, Chair of Intellectual Property Rights, Head, CIPRA, Head, Institute
of Excellence on Standards and IPR, elaborated on the best practices in dealing with the counterfeiting issue
globally, citing laws in the US, Turkey, Canada, UAE and Japan, along with Mr. Ranjan Narula, Managing
Partner, RNA, who spoke on the laws in the US and Canada.
The event witnessed enthusiastic participation of over 100 industry captains, representative from consumer
forums, lawyers, government officials and other stakeholders. The program concluded with the
participating delegates agreeing on the following proposals:
1. The primary concern in tackling the growing phenomenon of illicit trade is the implementation and
enforcement of laws, as the legal framework is adequate.
2. There is a need to train judicial and police officers for ease of implementation and prosecution of such
cases.
3. The need to understand that the consumers are also an important stakeholder. Involving them to fight
the increasing menace is essential to tackle this issue.
4. Naming and shaming both users and producers of counterfeit products is another essential mechanism,
which will lead to shunning of the products by the consumers themselves, thereby leading to a change
in the mindset of the people.
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Containing Counterfeiting and SmugglingA Step Towards Prosperous Nation Building

January 22, 2020 | Chennai

I

n the modern economic era, with technological advancements accelerating international trade and
fragmentation of global supply chains, there is the need to maintain a right balance between trade
facilitation and law enforcement. Significantly, as a result of these developments, the geographic
scope, capacity and range of illegally traded goods have increased manifold over the years. Illicit trade,
including counterfeiting and smuggling, now increasingly threaten economies, communities and the
society as a whole. According to the World Economic Forum, economic leakages from illicit trade creates
an annual drain on the global economy of US$2.2 trillion, which is nearly 3% of the world's economy. The
scale of counterfeiting and smuggling is huge, and 10% of the global GDP is siphoned off by illicit trade.
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FICCI CASCADE has been working relentlessly to create awareness and sensitize all concerned about the
harmful impact of counterfeiting, smuggling and piracy. In order to discuss this growing menace, FICCI
CASCADE organised a seminar on “Containing Counterfeiting and Smuggling: A Step Towards Prosperous
Nation Building” on 22nd January 2020 in Chennai. Ms. V Kavitha Dutt, Chairperson, FICCI Tamil Nadu State
Council & JMD, The KCP Ltd. in her welcome address highlighted that counterfeiting and smuggling
adversely impacted industries, consumers, government and economy. “Illicit trade has a serious
decelerating effect on growth which must be curbed substantially. Consumers must be emphasized on
taking a bill on every purchase for making India a tax complaint nation and encouraging citizens to be a
part of progressive nation building,” she added.
Hon'ble Dr. Justice S. Tamilvanan, President, Tamil Nadu State Consumer Disputes, was the chief guest at
the seminar. “As per Consumer Protection Act 1986, consumer rights should be protected. Smuggling and
counterfeiting is affecting not only the revenue of the government but is also adversely impacting
commerce and industry and the health and safety of the people. This national problem can be reduced
through proper laws and stringent actions, which in turn will lead to a prosperous nation building.
Effective enforcement, special courts and tribunals, proper development and awareness are the pillars to
curb this menace”, said Hon'ble Justice.
Dr. Prateep V. Philip, IPS, DGP Civil Supplies (CID), Government of Tamil Nadu, in his special address, said
that India had a burgeoning market in counterfeit and smuggled goods ranging from electronics to
cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, apparels, cigarettes, footwear etc. “The increasing internet penetration of
over 302 million internet users makes India the second largest online user base. Owning to the shift in
customers from offline purchases to online purchases, a multi-pronged and multi layered approach across
all supply chain is required to establish a universal and uniform electronic pedigree. Illicit trade is operated
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by criminal gangs and terrorist groups which emphasizes the importance of customs and border
protection agencies in preventing and reducing this heinous crime,” he said.
Mr. P C Jha, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and Former Chairman, Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs,
giving an overview on the socio-economic impact of illicit trade on the economy highlighted that the
direct employment opportunity lost in textiles, cigarettes, readymade garments, capital goods and
consumer electronics was about 5.01 lakh in 2017-18, while the employment opportunity lost in the
economy was about 16.36 lakh in 2017-18 due to backward linkages and multiplier effects of these five
industries. Mr. Jha also stressed on having zero-tolerance towards illicit products as it fuelled terrorist
activities and organised crime.
The seminar generated discussions on the organised crime surge in India and the role of enforcement
agencies in combating smuggling and counterfeiting. Ms. Kameswari Subramanian, International Expert,
Customs Law, Procedures & Trade facilitation and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE while chairing the
session emphasised on the role of social media, television and broadcasting on curbing the menace of
illicit trade. Mr. M M Parthiban, Principal Commissioner of Customs, Chennai Customs Zone, Mr. Peri
Umasankar, Additional Director General, DRI, Chennai Zonal Unit, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence and
Mr. Vijay Kumar, IPS, Superintendent of Police, CB, CID, Chennai joined Ms. Subramanian in the panel. The
enforcement officers echoed on the need for effective coordination and collaboration among the
stakeholders coupled with vigorous action in order to counter the growing hazards of counterfeiting and
smuggling. With the online purchase fuelling the sale of counterfeit products, the officers urged firms to
use bar-codes and RFID tags when selling via e-portals to assure consumers of authentic products.
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The role of government and industry to fight against smuggled and fake products and ensuring consumer
protection was addressed by representative of leading industries, law firms and senior government
officials. Eminent panellists in the deliberations included Mr. Deep Chand, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and
Former Special Commissioner of Delhi Police, Mr. Sajjansingh R Chavan, Commissioner, Civil Supplies and
Consumer Protection Department, Government of Tamil Nadu, Ms. Shakthi Priya, Legal Consultant,
Hindustan Unilever, Mr. Rajesh Ramanathan, Partner, Factum Law and Mr. R Srivatchan, Director, Chaturth
Business Solutions. The panellists were of the view that a streamlined, formal system of informing the
manufacturers about the illicit products would allow for an effective communication between consumers
and brands and help curb the practice of producing counterfeit products. They emphasised on the fact
that illicit trade was a national issue that affected everyone individually, hence, a behavioural change for
consumers was required with respect to buying/using such products.
Ms. P Suriya Prabha, Director of Programs, Transnational Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade (TRACIT)
elaborated on few international best practices in combating illicit trade, while Mr. P Sridharan, Head, FICCI
Tamil Nadu State Council also shared his perspective on the subject.
The seminar witnessed enthusiastic participation of over 120 industry captains, representative from
consumer forums, lawyers, government officials, media and other stakeholders. The discussions
concluded with a common view that the problem of counterfeiting and smuggling was multifaceted and
complex and needed to be discussed time and again with government agencies to emphasize on
effectively addressing the menace through adequate laws and enforcement practices; increased
engagement with industry and, most importantly, creating awareness in the society to help fight the
threat emanating from illicit trade.
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Containing Counterfeiting and Smuggling –
A Step Towards Prosperous Nation Building

February 13, 2020 | Jaipur

I

ndia, due to its massive strides in the world economic arena, has become a favourite of the smugglers
and counterfeiters, who indulge in illegal economic activities with no concern other than making fast
profit at any cost. Illicit trade decelerates a nation's progress, be it economic, social, environmental,
besides impacting the safety and security of the country and its people. It is estimated that the global illicit
trade is now of the size of about US $3 trillion.

In order to address the menace of illicit trade, which is now a major worldwide
concern, FICCI CASCADE (Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy) organized a seminar to contain the menace
of counterfeiting and smuggling in Jaipur on 13 February 2020, in keeping
with its nationwide awareness campaign on the issue. The focus of the
seminar was to provide stakeholders with the tools, information and
the capacity needed to tackle the rising concern on illicit trade.
“Counterfeiting and smuggling related crimes have increased
manifold in the global market resulting in revenue loss to
government and businesses besides adversely impacting
the health and safety of the consumers”, observed Mr.
Ramesh Chand Meena, Hon'ble Minister for Food, Civil
Supplies & Consumer Affairs, Government of
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Rajasthan, chief guest at the seminar. Extending his support for the FICCI initiative, he looked forward to
working in close collaboration with CASCADE to address this issue.
Dr. K L Jain, Member, FICCI Rajasthan State Council and Honorary Secretary General, Rajasthan Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (RCCI), while welcoming the participants, highlighted that counterfeiting and
smuggling adversely impacted industries, consumers, government and economies as a whole. Illicit trade
has a serious decelerating effect on economic growth which must be substantially curbed. Among other
steps, consumers should be made aware of the importance of taking a bill on every purchase they make to
help make India a tax complaint nation and thus contribute to progressive nation building.
Mr. P C Jha, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and Former Chairman, Central Board of Indirect taxes and Customs,
while speaking on the adverse socio-economic impact that illicit trade had highlighted the that overall
global losses due to counterfeiting and piracy stood at Rs. 57.23 lakh crore in 2013 and was expected to go
up to Rs. 119.7 lakh crore by 2022. Mr. N K Jain, Member, FICCI Rajasthan State Council & President of the
Employers Association of Rajasthan, delivered the vote of thanks.
The focus of discussion during the seminar was on the importance of increased awareness about the
hazards of counterfeiting and smuggling, and the need for effective enforcement to enhance India's
economic development. During the panel discussions, there were extensive deliberations on the role of
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enforcement agencies, government and industry in combatting illicit trading activities. Mr. Deep Chand,
Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and Former Special Commissioner of Delhi Police, while presiding the panel
discussions, stressed on the need to have a multi-disciplinary approach to encounter this challenge.
Society at large, trade and industry, enforcement agencies and policy makers need to come together to
fight this concern. He said that the problem was two-fold: counterfeiting and smuggling, and needed to
be dealt with through collaborative, effective and stern actions. Joining him on the panel were Mr. Rakesh
Kumar Sharma, Principal Commissioner of Custom, Jaipur, Mr. Honhar Singh Meena, Additional Director,
Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, Jaipur Regional Unit, Mr. G D Bansal, Vice Chairman, The Bar Council of
Rajasthan, Mr. Vishnu Peri, Legal Consultant – Central Region, Hindustan Unilever Ltd. and Mr. Tanmay
Jaswal, Founder & Director, Chkfake Brand Protection Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Enforcement officers underlined
that counterfeiting and smuggling were attractive propositions due to three factors: easy to emulate, low
investments and lack of technical expertise to identify those engaged in such malpractices. They also
observed that among various products, cigarettes particularly were mostly prone to smuggling as it was a
low-risk, high-reward criminal activity. The panellists stressed on the need to implement existing
provisions of laws and simultaneously move towards a more technology-enabled system to counter such
illegal operations. They agreed that a strong deterrence in the form of impeccable laws was needed to be
put in place to curb the illicit trade menace.
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Roundtable

Roundtable on Counterfeit Food Products
November 13, 2019 | New Delhi

T

he food and beverage industry faces a challenge from counterfeiters on a global scale. Counterfeit
food products and beverages threaten the health and safety of people around the world who often
unsuspectingly buy these potentially very dangerous goods. More so, this is coupled with the loss of
revenue and reputation of the impacted industry. Counterfeiting in this area is particularly dangerous
because consumption of non-standard or low quality edible food and drinks can lead to involuntary
ingestion of toxic substances that may
cause serious health ailments or be lifethreatening.
The magnitude and effects of
counterfeiting are of such significance that
they compel strong and sustained action
from governments, business and
consumers. With this in view, Food Safety
and Standards Authority of India [FSSAI]
and FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling
and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying
the Economy [CASCADE] jointly organized
a Roundtable on Counter feit Food
Products. This roundtable was organized
with the objective to have in place a
detailed action plan for government,
enforcement agencies and industry to
address this menace. The initiative was
supported by FICCI CIFTI and E-Commerce
Committee.
Mr. Pawan Agarwal, CEO, FSSAI, who
chaired the roundtable, stated that FSSAI
would look into the problem of counterfeit
food products holistically and advised the
food safety administration on the legal
provisions available and their effective
enforcement. Moreover, based on the
inputs received from industry, an action plan would be developed to address the issue of counterfeit food
products, which will be based on the following parameters:
* Nature, Background & Current Status of Counterfeiting of Food Products in India
* Current Legal & Regulatory Provisions to Check Counterfeiting of Goods
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* Industry Initiatives for Controlling Counterfeiting
* Initiatives by E-Commerce Companies
* Initiatives by Direct Selling Companies
* Leveraging Technology: Use of Track & Trace Mechanism to Control Counterfeiting
* Strengthening of Enforcement & Surveillance Mechanism
* Consumer Awareness & Capacity Building
* CASCADE & Industry Associations Initiatives on addressing Counterfeiting
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE said that over past several years through its various initiatives,
CASCADE had taken a number of steps to address the threat of counterfeiting and smuggling. A key tool to
address this issue is educating consumers to ask for a bill while buying products so that this would act as a
proof-of-purchase and can be used for
consumer protection in case the
product is a counterfeit. He also
emphasized that strengthening the
penal provisions along with their
speedy adjudication for cases related to
counterfeiting were imperative.
The roundtable was attended by
leading food and beverage companies,
including ITC, Nestle, Britannia, Dabur,
Coco - Cola, H industan Unilever,
Mondelez, Mars, Marico, DS Group,
Perfetti Van Melle, Pernod Richard,
Diageo etc. who flagged their
individual issues. Representatives from
major e-commerce companies, e.g.
Amazon, Flipkart, Shopclues and
Snapdeal also par ticipated and
explained their compliance
m e c h a n i s m s t o a d d re s s o n l i n e
counterfeiting.
GS1, the leading organization for anticounter feiting solutions, also
presented their perspective on curbing
this menace through the use of
authentication solutions. However, it
was felt that the counterfeiting scenario of each industry was unique; and therefore, solutions to address
needed to be tailored according to the concerned sectors.
The members at the roundtable conclusively agreed that the criminal activities of illicit operators will only
continue to be more aggressive, bolder, and more effective at infiltrating the legitimate supply chain. The
proposed pragmatic action plan by FSSAI is, therefore, a welcome and much-needed step to create the
desired deterrence and strengthen actions against the perpetrators of such crimes.
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Youth
Programme

Inter-School Competition on ZERO Evasion –
Fight Against Counterfeiting and Smuggling
6 August 2019 | New Delhi
With the unrelenting growth of illicit trade through counterfeiting and smuggling, FICCI CASCADE has
been continuously campaigning against these activities. However, as the problem of counterfeiting and
smuggling has led to more financial, economic and social crisis, it is our continuous endeavour to revisit,
rethink and test new approaches in addressing this socio-economic challenge.
India has a young population
profile and is set to be the
youngest country by 2020. The
youth of India being the country's
future, it becomes imperative to
understand the power
tomorrow's consumers. With
youngsters becoming a key
stakeholder for advocating
socially responsible behaviour,
FICCI CASCADE believes that it is
important to bring them on
board the awareness campaign
and through them influence the
society as a whole. We believe
that an idea planted in their
minds can become an instrument
of change.
FICCI CASCADE has initiated a
youth movement across the
country to spread awareness
among the young minds and seek
their support to underpin the
fight against counterfeiting and
smuggling. Such a campaign has
offered an opportunity to bring in
more people, par ticularly
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youngsters to push forward its actions to
curb the ensuing menace.
In order to pick the brains of the young school
children and inspire the youth to take
required actions to discourage and stop the
purchase of fake, spurious and smuggled
goods, FICCI CASCADE organised an
Interschool Meet on the subject, where over
350 students from 50 leading schools from
Delhi and NCR and few from other states as
well competed against each other in three
categories of competitions, namely, Painting,
Elocution and Creative Writing, on the theme
“Zero- Evasion: Fight Counterfeiting and
Smuggling” on 6th August 2019 in FICCI, New
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Delhi. The programme was also supported by FICCI ARISE (Alliance for re-imagining School Education).
The contest witnessed enthusiastic and active participation from students, most of whom were very
impressive in expressing their concern on the need to curb such illegal trade practices. The competitions
provided a unique platform to the young minds to express their views through their oratory and creative
talent on diverse themes like “Young India Says No to Counterfeiting and Smuggling”, “Terrorism
Financing through Smuggling”, “India: A Victim of Smuggling”, “India's Brand Integrity at Stake due to
Counterfeiting and Smuggling” etc.
The competitions were judged by Mr. P. K Malhotra, Former Secretary of Law and Justice, Govt. of India, Mr.
Sanjeev Tripathi, Former Chief of RAW, Mr. Hem Pande, Former Secretary, Consumer Affairs, GOI, Mr. Deep
Chand, Former Special Commissioner of Police, New Delhi and Mr. P. C. Jha, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE &
Former Special Chairman, Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC),
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The winners in the competitions were as follows:
Elocution Competition
First:

Mannat Arora, Class XII-C Blue Bells Model School, Gurgaon

Second:

Khyati Pareek, Class XII-E, Modern Public School, Shalimar Bagh

Third:

Vidhi Bisht, Class XII, Nehru World School & Bhavya Pokhriyal Class XII,
Queen's Valley School, Dwarka

Painting Competition
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First:

Supriya Baital, Class X-C, Birla Vidya Niketan, Pushpa Vihar

Second:

Vismit Kaur, Class XI-D, Spingdales School, Pusa Road & Shreyas, Class IX-D,
St. Columba's School, Ashok Place

Third:

Pranav Sharma, Class IX-A, Don Bosco School, Alaknanda & Pratishtha Dinkar,
Class X-A, Arvind Gupta DAV Centenary Public School & Shreya Mishra Class, XII,
The Future Kids School, Hyderabad
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Creative Writing Competition
First:

Devanshi Yadav, Ryan International School, Vasant kunj

Second:

Bhumika Aggarwal, Class X, Mount Abu Public School, Rohini

Third:

Arunima Mehta, Class XII-C, Lilawati Vidhya Mandir Sr. Sec School, Shakti Nagar &
Anuushka Sharan, Laxman Public School, Hauzkhas

Consolation:

Navdha, Class XI-A, Darbari Lal DAV Model School, Shalimar Bagh

Through the competitions not only did all witness the skills and creative abilities of the school children,
but also visible was the passion in them to bring about a change in the society by shunning fake products
and saying no to smuggled goods.
To reiterate, awareness generation is extremely crucial in bringing change in attitudes from considering
counterfeiting and smuggling activities as victimless crime to the realization that it entails grave risks,
both social and economic. A pro-active and preventative approach and strategy is the need of the hour to
curb the twin menace. Several steps are being taken by FICCI CASCADE and the government to create
large-scale awareness among the most impacted segment of this menace: the consumer. This youth
awareness initiative was one of a series of such events to be organised across the country as part of a
nation-wide awareness campaign to highlight the issue and focus on the growing menace of illicit trade.
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Consumer Meet and Candle Light
Congregation on Unite Against
Counterfeiting and SmugglingA Step towards Nation Building
February 14, 2020 | Jaipur

I

llicit trade decelerates nation's progress, be it economic, social, environmental, besides impacting the
safety and security of the country and its people. It is estimated that the global illicit trade is now of the
size of about US $3 trillion. In order to address the menace of illicit trade, FICCI CASCADE (Committee
Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the Economy) organized a consumer meet
and candle light congregation on “Unite Against Counterfeiting and Smuggling- A Step towards Nation
Building” in Jaipur on 14 February 2020.
Over 150 consumers with candles in their hands and banners stating, 'Buy Make in India', 'Say no to
Counterfeits' and 'Say No to Smuggled Goods' partook in this initiative to highlight the need to fight the
menace. The participants pledged against using fake and smuggled products in the larger interest of the
nation's economy. Hon'ble Mr. Justice Vinod Shankar Dave, Former Judge, Rajasthan High Court, in his
special address at the consumer meet, emphasized that the youth had to take the responsibility of acting
as torch bearers in spreading the message of the perils of counterfeiting and smuggling. He further added
that as responsible citizens, everyone must remember their fundamental duties towards making the
country safe and prosperous.
According to Dr. K. L. Jain, Honorary Secretary General, Rajasthan Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
strict penal provisions coupled with strong enforcement is the need of the hour which will create the
much-needed deterrence to stop such offences.
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Dr. Anant Sharma, National President, Consumers Confederation of India was of the view that the fight
against illicit trade was for the nation, its progress and its future. As consumers it is our duty to stand
shoulder to shoulder with the government and the industry in making India a fake and smuggled-free
market. It culminated with a common consensus to strengthen the voice against illicit trade with increased
awareness, collaboration and collective actions of all stakeholders.
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Webinars

Protecting your Brand on
E-Commerce Platforms – Battling
the Odds Amid COVID-19 Pandemic
April 24, 2020

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has heightened the dangers posed by illicit trade. It calls for greater focus
on addressing the growing hazards of counterfeiting and smuggling which are severely impacting
the economy and endangering lives of consumers. With the current unpredictable situation, along
with the commercial predicament, the need for protecting consumers and brand identities have become
more important than ever before.
In the present scenario, with the physical brand protection efforts of industry, enforcement officials and
government authorities minimized, winning back control of the online space, which could be hijacked by
counterfeiters, has become increasingly important. With a view to deliberate on this issue, FICCI CASCADE
organized a Webinar on 'Protecting your Brand on E-Commerce Platforms: Battling the Odds Amid COVID19 Pandemic' on April 24, 2020.
The webinar had representatives from Amazon and over 70 industry delegates from India and across the
globe participating in the deliberations. The focus was on discussing anti-counterfeiting strategies that
would not only protect brands and consumers, but also deter illicit operators taking advantage of the
pandemic.
Mr. Arun Chawla, Deputy Secretary General, FICCI, while welcoming the participants said that “Ecommerce in India has seen a phenomenal growth over the years. From USD 39 billion in 2017, it is
projected to rise to USD 200 billion by 2026. While the e-commerce services will grow, this growth will
come with a set of challenges. The coronavirus epidemic has presented fresh challenges for the Indian
economy, causing severe disruptive impact on both demand and supply side elements. Given the spike in
consumer demand and the corresponding shortage of supplies from legitimate sources, it is imperative
that businesses take steps to protect consumers from the proliferation of scammers and infringers that
seek to take advantage of the crisis”.
Mr. P C Jha, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE and Former Chairman, Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs, in
his address, highlighted that “while the sale of counterfeit and smuggled goods in the physical world is
rampant and causing enough grief to industry, consumers and government, the size of illicit trade is
estimated to be 3.3% of the global trade. The online counterfeiting ecosystem offers distinctive challenges
that require a unique online approach”. Mr. Jha also indicated that criminals were seizing on the
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opportunity by taking advantage of the high
demand for products and it was imperative that
enforcement authorities were taking preventive
initiatives.
The webinar was also addressed by Mr. Amaresh
Kumar, Additional Commissioner, GST Policy, who
stated that “the measures like the waiver of penalty,
late fee and interest on GST will help the industry to
tide through this tough phase”. He also invited
suggestions from industry members on issues
relating to GST and areas that required policy
interventions.
Ms. Kaleigh Miller, Global Brand Relations Lead,
Amazon, gave an overview of Amazon's brand
protection efforts globally. She informed that over

2.5 million bad-actor accounts have been
stopped before they published a single listing on
the site, highlighting the many measures taken
by Amazon to detect the potential infringements
and related remedial ac tions. She also
highlighted Amazon's sophisticated real time
tools, like productive analytics, adaptive machine
learning and technology that help review data
sources and identify signals, identify inauthentic
goods and take immediate action.
An overview of Amazon's brand protection tools
and efforts in India was given by Mr. Sumit
Kapoor, Global Brand Relations Manager,
Amazon, focusing on their brand registry
program which provides powerful search and
report tools. “It simplifies cases of potential
infringement and provides a simple and guided
workflow of submitting a report of infringement.
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It also helps to build the brand and business with promotional tools and customer analytics”, said Mr.
Kapoor.
The concern today was that trade in illicit products, aided by the Covid-19 crisis, was enriching criminal
groups and endangering health, while also draining away vital industry and tax revenues. The webinar saw
participation of leading industries such as ITC, Hindustan Unilever, Nestle, Britannia, Puma, Johnsons &
Johnsons, Dabur, Beiersdorf, Mars, HP, Pernod Richard, Diageo, Underwriters Laboratories, among others
including leading law firms. Some key concerns flagged by the representatives from these major players
were:
Need for a mechanism to monitor parallel imports which are not meant for sale in India.
Tools to monitor counterfeit products sold with non-refundable caveats and consumers from being
duped due to low pricing point and higher discounts.
Availability of automated brand protection tools to remove duplicates/fakes.
Mechanism to ensure that required regulations are met before sellers put products on the portal.
Time taken between listing of a merchant and identification of bad actors.
Most participants agreed that brands were struggling in the diminishing market, with cheap counterfeits
creating new listings on online marketplaces. They conclusively agreed on the need for a technologyenabled system to help counter illicit operations, besides effective and strengthened deterrence actions
against perpetrators of such criminal activities.
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Proactive Role of the Judiciary within the existing
legal framework to combat economic offences
such as counterfeiting and smuggling

May 1, 2020

A

n independent judiciary is one of the democratic pillars of the Indian constitution that plays a
pivotal part as an interpreter of law to combat economic crimes such as counterfeiting and
smuggling. Such crimes negatively impact legitimate economic activity and facilitate an
underground economy and organized crime that deprives governments of revenues for vital public
services, forces higher burdens on taxpayers, dislocates hundreds of thousands of legitimate jobs and
exposes consumers to dangerous and ineffective products. It is imperative that the judiciary takes a
wider vision which can comprehend the impact of such crimes on national economy, health and safety
of the citizens and prevent the resultant damage to industry.
The cases related to economic offences such
as counterfeiting and smuggling are on the
rise, more so in the current COVID crisis, where
illicit trading activities tend to gain
momentum as illegal operators and infringers
take advantage to push their products for
consumption in times of such emergencies.
With the above in mind, FICCI CASCADE
organised a webinar to discuss the 'Proactive
Role of the Judiciary within the existing legal
framework to combat economic offences such
as counterfeiting and smuggling' on May 1,
2020.
“A way to address the menace of economic
crimes could be a coordination agency at
national level which could also include
cybercrime and online counterfeiting. This
would also assist in data management and
dissemination to ground level”, said Hon'ble
Ms. Justice Prathiba M Singh, Judge, Delhi
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High Court, chief guest at the programme.
Justice Singh shared the challenges of online
c o u n t e r fe i t i n g a n d p i r a c y s u c h a s u s e r
anonymity, statutory harbors, changing URLs,
territorial limitation etc. She also informed that
since economic offences hinder economic
progress, the custom authorities have
strengthened their import rules and courts are
also very strict with such cases.
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE said
that counterfeiting, smuggling and piracy have
emerged as the likely sources for financing of
international terrorist organizations, non-state
sponsored terrorist organizations and domestic
terrorist groups. “Judiciary has to play a more
proactive role in combating this menace so that
the people who indulge in these unscrupulous
activities will get stringent punishment,” he
added.
M r. A r u n C h a w l a , D e p u t y
Secretary General, FICCI, while
opening the discussion, said
that the laws were there; the
need was for a proactive and
tactful judiciary to handle such
issues with competence,
promptness and firmness.
Although we have a vibrant
judiciary which is enforcing
the laws and protecting the
rights of the citizen, huge
pendency of cases in courts,
lack of proper infrastructure
and shortage of judges has
always been a matter of
concern.
Mr. Ranjan Narula, Managing
Partner, RNA, Technology and
IP Attorneys, emphasized on
designing solutions based on
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business objectives. Appreciating the judicial system for its pro-activeness, Mr. Narula said that
judiciary has given a simple mechanism for dealing with cases related to counterfeiting and has very
well shaped the laws for it. However, he stressed on the need for better enforcement actions from the
police on such matters.
Mr. Deep Chand, Advisor, FICCI CASCADE, in his concluding remarks, added that the menace of
counterfeiting and smuggling was growing rapidly. Every effort, therefore, needs to be made to
examine how these activities can be curbed with the help of Governments at the center and state,
along with support of the enforcement agencies.
Through this initiative FICCI CASCADE sensitized over 100 students of reputed law schools and several
legal practitioners across India on the issues and challenges in resolving economic disputes related to
counterfeiting and smuggling. The webinar concluded with the idea that exchange of intelligence and
information is fundamental to collaboratively combat illicit trade. Since the unprecedented situation
of COVID 19 has elevated this problem, need for effective enforcement of laws is vital.
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GO VOCAL FOR LOCAL TO
COMBAT ILLICIT TRADE
June 17, 2020

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in halting economic activity across the globe. The way
businesses are done will not be the same in a post COVID scenario, as this crisis has led to huge
supply chain disruption. The pandemic has taught us the importance of local manufacturing, local
market and local supply chain. As businesses suffer, during this crisis, any sale of illicit products will only
worsen the socio-economic distress. While arresting this menace is vital, encouraging the use of
indigenous goods will also play a defining role to eliminate this socio-economic threat. This will in turn
promote 'Brand India', benefit Indian economy, reduce the demand of imported goods, avoid dumping of
cheap products, create jobs and deter cross border illicit trade.
It is in the above background that FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy (CASCADE) organized a webinar on Go Vocal for Local to Combat Illicit Trade' on
17th June 2020. FICCI CASCADE has been over the years working closely with government, enforcement
officials, industry, media, and consumers to create awareness on pan-India basis about the serious adverse
impact of the menace of illicit trade on the security of the country, revenue of government, health and
safety of people, etc.
Dr. Ashwani Mahajan, National Co-Convener, Swadeshi Jagaran Manch, dinstinguished speaker at the
programme said that “In the name of free trade, many countries are promoting illegal trade. In such
situation, it is very important to promote Swadeshi to boost the country's economy and eliminate illegal
trade”. He further added that “issues like dumping, under invoicing and smuggling have led to loss of
revenue to the government, closing of domestic production and have impacted job opportunities for our
youth.”
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE in his welcome address mentioned that “The Hon'ble Prime
Minister's clarion call for 'vocal for local' is perfectly timed and apt. In the recent months, the Covid-19
pandemic has created huge disruptions and pressed the reset button all over the globe. India will have to
create world-class domestic brands which are competitively superior, and leverage the strength of our rich
traditional product base and expertise. The time has come when we not only build Indian brands, but build
brand India globally.
The panel discussion at the webinar was moderated by Mr. Najib Shah, Former Chairman, Central Board of
Indirect Taxes and Customs and Think Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE. Other eminent discussants included
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Acharya Balkrishna, MD, Patanjali Ayurved Ltd, Mr. Ashok Jain, Vice President, Finance and Company
Secretary, Dabur India Ltd. and Ms. Vijayalakshmy Malkani, IP Counsel, Hindustan Unilever Ltd.
The webinar deliberated on how illicit trade is not only denting government exchequer but is also
threatening local industries on which, depend livelihoods of many. In the Indian context, FICCI CASCADE's
recent report estimated that 16 lacs jobs were lost in 2017-18 due to smuggling in 5 industry sectors. The
pandemic has resulted in massive loss of jobs and livelihood worldwide and countries are taking
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extraordinary actions to respond to this crisis. Hence, curbing cross border illicit trade will play a key role in
abating this looming threat.
The deliberations in the panel discussion revolved around the following:
Ÿ

Illicit trade hurts the country and needs to be effectively countered through a combination of policy
intervention, enforcement and creating consumer awareness.

Ÿ

Being self reliant or swadeshi in its true essence does not mean shutting the doors to FDI or trade; it is a
strategy to grow our capabilities, source products from within the country and still be competitive.

Ÿ

The youth of India can play an important role to end the country's dependency on foreign goods. For
the good of the country, government, industry and consumers must jointly take responsibility to stop
illicit trade.

Ÿ

Counterfeit products also come to India via the import channel through dubious means, which leads to
loss of revenue for the government which could be used for healthcare, education, infrastructure
expenditures.

Ÿ

Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan is a movement to show faith and to support local manufacturers.
Enforcement of laws to safeguard local brands and genuine manufactures against illicit trade and
counterfeiting of their products is imperative. This will help build 'Brand India' and protect the rights of
indigenously grown goods

The webinar brought together several industry players and other stakeholders to deliberate on this topical
issue. Mr. Arun Chawla, Deputy Secretary General FICCI, in his concluding address harped on the fact that
the uniqueness of the 'Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan' or being 'vocal for local' is not that it is inward looking
or being protectionist, it is a strategy to build for ourselves, reducing our dependence on imports and
thereby promoting fair trade and curtailing cross border illegal trade.
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State Series

Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling
during the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond
Focus State- New Delhi

May 29, 2020

T

he COVID-19 pandemic has heightened the dangers posed by illicit trade. It calls for
greater focus on addressing the growing hazards of counterfeiting and smuggling
which are severely impacting the economy and endangering lives of people. While
the government is continuously intensifying efforts to combat the spread of the
coronavirus by enacting various measures to support public health systems,
safeguard the economy and ensure the safety of its citizens, illegal operators
are taking full advantage of the pandemic. It is evident that they will use
shortages in the supply of goods to increasingly provide illicit alternatives
especially in essential and non essential items both online and offline. The
current situation which is already witnessing a severe socio-economic
distress, sale of such spurious goods will only worsen the problem.
Hence, arresting the sale of illicit goods at the time of this
unprecedented crisis needs our immediate and unwavering attention.
As the risks associated with the current pandemic rises, law enforcement
services play a crucial role in contributing to the effort to control the
disease, promoting safer communities, and fighting criminals who take
advantage of the outbreak.
With the above backdrop in mind, FICCI's Committee Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the Economy
[CASCADE] organized a webinar on Combating Counterfeiting and
Smuggling during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond on 29th
May 2020.
The keynote address was delivered by Dr. O P Mishra, IPS, Joint
Commissioner of Police, Economic Offences Wing, Delhi
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Police. Dr. Mishra said, “Increasing surveillance, creating public awareness, coordination amongst law
enforcement agencies and stakeholders, and capacity building for police officers are needed to counter
the problem of counterfeiting and smuggling effectively”. He further added that the gap between
demand and supply results in the emergence of counterfeit and smuggled goods in the market. Talking
about this menace in the Indian market, he remarked that counterfeiting has increased so much that it has
become very difficult to distinguish between the genuine and fake products.
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE made the welcome address and mentioned that “Just like
COVID-19, illicit trade is also an invisible enemy which has no colour, no religion and no mercy on human
beings. In times of such economic crisis, when legitimate businesses are struggling, illicit operators are
trying to exploit the current situation by flooding the market with smuggled and counterfeit goods.”
Mr. Deep Chand, Advisor FICCI CASCADE and Former Special Commissioner of Police, New Delhi
emphasised that COVI19 has provided opportunity to criminals to exploit the current situation to find new
ways to make money. They are increasing and diversifying their activities through a wide range of crimes
and scams which exploit the fear and uncertainty surrounding the virus. In particular, an increase in
counterfeit healthcare products, fraud and cybercrime is being seen. This problem will only increase with
respect to essential and non essential goods as relaxations take place and normalcy resume.
Several industry players and brand owners from leading companies participated in the webinar and
deliberated on industry issues and challenges in containing the flow of illicit products during the current
crisis and the need for strengthening enforcement & surveillance mechanism. Discussions revolved
around the collaborative role of police and industry in thwarting this menace. Leveraging emerging
technologies to battle illicit operators during the pandemic was also highlighted.
CASCADE, has been over the years working closely with government, industry, enforcement officials, legal
fraternity, consumer organizations and the youth to create awareness on the adverse impact of this
menace. One of FICCI CASCADE's mandate is capacity building of law enforcement agencies and we have
worked extensively and intensively in this area organizing training programmes for police officers across
India and interactions with the law enforcement authorities to emphasize on the importance of awareness
and seriousness of the impact of counterfeit and smuggled goods.
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Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling
during the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond
Focus State- Jammu & Kashmir July 2, 2020

T

he adverse impact of counterfeiting and smuggling on economies and
societies across the globe has been a cause of serious concern. It deprives
the government of its rightful revenue, completely demoralises the morale
of the law abiding product manufacturers and exposes people to health and
safety hazards. Illicit trade is the world's largest growing industry with an
estimated size ranging between $650 million to $3 trillion representing 10% of
the global trade.
Since years, the world has been the battling this menace. Unfortunately the
problem has only compounded in the current situation, where criminals have
used the COVID-19 pandemic as an opportunity to exploit the vulnerable
consumer by providing illicit alternatives of goods and products causing
significant damage to consumers and economies alike. Moreover, as
businesses suffer, during this crisis, any sale of such products will
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only worsen the socio-economic distress. While arresting this menace is vital, encouraging the use of
indigenous goods will also play a defining role to eliminate this socio-economic threat. Hon'ble Prime
Minister's clarion call 'Vocal for Local' will benefit Indian economy, reduce the demand of imported goods,
create jobs and deter cross border illicit trade.
It is with the above background, FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy (CASCADE) organized a webinar on 'Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling
during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond' on 2nd July 2020, focusing on the state of was Jammu and
Kashmir. The webinar was a part of a series of such interactions to be organised across the country by FICCI
CASCADE to highlight this issue and elicit response from different states.
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Dr. Mehraj-ud-din Rather, KAS, Additional Secretary, Department of Food, Civil Supplies and Consumer
Affairs, Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir in his keynote address said that “The COVID-19 pandemic has
heightened the dangers posed by illicit trade. These times call for greater focus on the growing hazards of
smuggling and counterfeiting. With consumer awareness of fake and smuggled so low, many consumers
are unaware that they are buying such goods—and equally unaware of the consequences.”
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE in his opening remarks mentioned that “The UT of Jammu and
Kashmir is particularly vulnerable to the ill effects of illicit trade, and this is due to the environment of
instability created by the hostility amongst the neighbouring nations.”
Over the last few months seizures of fake currency, cigarettes, illicit liquor, fake hand sanitizers etc. have
been reported in Jammu and Kashmir. Government departments and the state enforcement agencies
have taken strict actions against those dealing in such goods and products. Complimenting the role
played by the enforcement agencies of J&K to check the growth of illicit trade, Mr. Rajput said, “The Prime
Minister's call on 'Vocal for local' will create a conducive environment for the economy of the state
government and play a major role in strengthening India.”
Mr. Manish K Sinha, IPS, Inspector General, Crime, Jammu and Kashmir Police emphasised on the need for
policy level coordination between police and the industry bodies to address this issue. He was of the view
of that counterfeiting has an adverse impact in Jammu & Kashmir as illegal trade not only leads to revenue
loss to the government but also leads to unemployment amongst the youth in Jammu and Kashmir. Mr.
Sinha underscored that IP offences still lack focus of the police in the state, as there is no specialized anti-IP
crime unit in J&K; there is no training imparted with respect to investigations of such offences to the
officers and there is no incentive for officers vis a viz such crimes. Hence, efforts such as
sensitization/training and having an anti-IP crime cell in the Economic Offences Wing in J&K could be
made.
Mr. D P Dash, IRS, Former Pr. Director-General, DRI and Former Chairman, Enforcement Committee, World
Customs Organisation (WCO) moderated the session and said that “As new medicines and vaccines will be
beyond the reach of millions, this will lead to an upsurge in smuggling and counterfeiting, hence
enforcement agencies have to gear up to face this challenge.”
The webinar also threw light on the efforts of the Industry in tackling the flow of illicit products during the
current crisis; the role that the government and enforcement agencies can play to thwart criminals who
are cashing in during the crisis and highlighted areas of concern in consumer safety. The webinar was
attended by industry, government officials, officers from the enforcement agencies and stakeholders in
this segment.
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Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling
during the COVID-19 Pandemic and Beyond
Focus State- West Bengal July 7, 2020

E

ven in normal times, there has been a growing recognition of the threat that illicit trade such as
smuggling and counterfeiting pose to the stability, safety and security of a nation. But now, with the
onslaught of the Covid-19 crisis, concerns are growing that the scale and scope of such activities
could be increasing as authorities are distracted and overwhelmed by the unprecedented health crisis and
the corresponding economic fallout. It is difficult to fathom the long-term impact of COVID-19, however,
its detrimental effects are expected to disrupt supply chain operations of organizations.
These disruptions open up multiple avenues for
fraudsters to prey upon susceptible organizations and
consumers. New vulnerabilities may emerge, and
existing vulnerabilities may be at a greater risk of
exploitation by fraudsters. Hence, tackling this global
scourge becomes even more acute and urgent in the
current scenario. More so, as a result of the supply chain
disruptions, globalisation has now taken a back seat
and nations are increasingly looking inwards to fulfill
their needs and requirements. PM's clarion call to
promote local manufacturing and local goods will also
play a crucial role to eliminate this illicit trade as it will
reduce the demand of imported goods and deter cross
border smuggling of goods.
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It is with the above background, FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy (CASCADE) organized a webinar on 'Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling
during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond' on 7th July 2020. The webinar focused on the state of West
Bengal and was a part of a series of such interactions to be organized across the country by FICCI CASCADE
to highlight this issue and elicit response from different states.
Mr. Sadhan Pande, Minister–in-Charge, Consumer Affairs Department, Govt. of West Bengal was the chief
guest at the programme said, “Counterfeiting and smuggling are two major economic crimes that are
happening around the globe and the West Bengal government is making extra efforts to combat such
crimes even during this pandemic.” Hon'ble Minister also invited CASCADE to join hands with his
department to run a campaign on the subject in West Bengal.
West Bengal is a big state, both in terms of size as well as population. It shares boundaries with three
countries - Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal. Unfortunately, the smugglers and counterfeiters have been
persistent in their unlawful activities. As per DRI (Directorate of Revenue Intelligence), over the past one
year, about 200 cases involving outright smuggling have been booked in the East and North East India by
the DRI and Customs formations in these regions, resulting in seizure of goods worth Rs 480 crores, mainly
coming from Myanmar and Bangladesh through the land borders apart from goods seized at the
international airport and port in Kolkata).The major commodities smuggled outright into India from the
eastern and north eastern India, include gold, silver, FICN, cigarettes, black pepper, readymade garments,
toiletries and cosmetics, wild life, dates, electronic goods etc.
Mr. Deepankar Aron, Additional Director General, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI), Kolkata
remarked that smuggling and counterfeiting is the second most significant illegal trade. Citing recent
major detections effected by DRI and Customs formations, Mr. Aron said that in last one year, 570 kgs of
gold valued at Rs 220 crores and foreign currency worth Rs 30 crore was seized. He also added that several
cases of smuggled cigarettes were detected where a total of 2.6 crores of cigarette sticks valued at around
Rs 26 crores were also seized.
DRI has been working on addressing wild life smuggling apart from combating various other types of
Cross Border Crime. Illegal wildlife trade ranks as the fourth largest transnational organized crime globally,
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only after the illegal trade in Narcotics, Counterfeit goods and Human trafficking. Mr. Aron highlighted
that there is an unfortunate and increasing trend in smuggling of endangered and exotic fauna from
different parts of the world into India.
Mr. Anil Rajput, Chairman, FICCI CASCADE welcomed all and thanked the Minister of Consumer Affairs,
West Bengal Government, for his suggestion that the West Bengal government and FICCI CASCADE join
hands and work together on the extremely important aspect of consumer awareness. Mr. Rajput
emphasized that Illicit trade is indeed a big menace, and collaborations between all stakeholders is
needed to eradicate this evil, which has made deep inroads in our country.
The interactive session was moderated by Mr. Hem Pande, Former Secretary, Dept. of Consumer Affairs,
GoI who highlighted that the menace of illicit trade is impacting jobs, economy and creating havoc all
around the world. Strengthening enforcement and empowering consumers to combat such crimes
should be the constant endeavour. The webinar was attended by several participants from industry,
government officials, officers from the enforcement agencies and stakeholders in this segment.
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Webinar on Combating Counterfeiting
and Smuggling during the COVID-19
Pandemic and Beyond
Focus State- Madhya Pradesh July 29, 2020

I

llicit trade in terms of counterfeiting and smuggling have emerged as one of the
most formidable challenges before the nation, especially during the current
coronavirus pandemic which has led to an economic distress. Illicit traders have
always attacked vulnerabilities, be it brands, supply chains or consumers. As the
perpetrators are looking at innovative ways to deceive the system to carry out their
activities, they in turn deeply harm the economic interests of the nation. It is
important to note that there is a steep rise in cases of smuggling and
counterfeiting during the past few months, adversely impacting not
only the government exchequer and industry sales, but also
threatening local industries on which livelihoods of many
depend.
More so, as a result of the supply chain disruptions,
globalisation has now taken a back seat and nations are
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increasingly looking inwards to fulfill their needs and requirements. PM's clarion call to promote local
manufacturing and local goods will also play a crucial role to address the demand and supply gap and
deter cross border smuggling.
Hence it was felt that it is vital to discuss and understand the disruptions caused by the pandemic. As new
vulnerabilities emerge, and existing vulnerabilities at greater risk of exploitation by criminals, tackling this
global scourge becomes even more acute and urgent in the current scenario. It is with the above
background, FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities Destroying the
Economy (CASCADE) organized a webinar on 'Combating Counterfeiting and Smuggling during the
COVID-19 pandemic and beyond' on 29th July 2020. The webinar focused on the state of Madhya Pradesh
and was a part of a series of such interactions to be organized across the country by FICCI CASCADE to
highlight this issue and elicit response from different states.
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Shri Sanjay Kumar Shukla, IAS, Principal Secretary, Industrial Policy and Investment Promotion,
Government of Madhya Pradesh was the chief guest at the webinar. Mr. Shukla said, “Government, law
enforcement agencies, industry and consumers must come together to identify the gaps and act in a
coordinated way to address counterfeiting and smuggling”. He further added that in order to eliminate
this problem in India, FICCI can share international best practices and actionable points to the government
on how other countries have been able to counter this problem successfully.
FICCI CASCADE Chairman, Mr. Anil Rajput while welcoming the distinguished guests and participants said,
“I must compliment the Madhya Pradesh government and the enforcement agencies for relentlessly
pursuing the perpetrators of illicit trade. Despite the mammoth challenge posed by the Covid-19
pandemic, their hands on approach and alertness has been highlighted by seizures of large number of
cigarettes, liquor, synthetic milk, fake currency and much more. I'm confident that going forward they will
keep up their stellar performance and continue to play an extremely important role in our fight against
illicit trade”.
Speaking on 'vocal for local' being a potent tool in our fight against Illicit Trade, it was emphasized that as
India starts to produce strong domestic brands and gradually reduces its dependence on foreign
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products, the circulation of foreign goods will over a period be reduced. As the profits begin to dry up, it
will subsequently demotivate the criminals to further undertake such illegitimate activities.
As several cases of seizures of illicit goods are being reported amid the COVID-19 pandemic, Mr. Vipin
Maheshwari IPS, Additional Director General, Special Task Force, Madhya Pradesh Police in his address
said that COVID-19 is a wakeup call for all of us. No product category has been spared, be it milk,
cosmetics, clothes, footwear, seeds, fertilizers or pharma. Mr. Maheshwari was of the opinion that
sustained awareness campaigns for people, necessary amendments in laws, increasing penalties and
sentences, more product testing laboratories are some areas where the government, police and business
community should work together to eliminate this challenge.
The session was chaired by Mr. P K Malhotra, Former Secretary, Ministry of Law and Justice, GoI and Think
Tank Member, FICCI CASCADE. Mr. Malhotra highlighted that smuggling and counterfeiting harms the
economy in multidimensional ways and the problem has been aggravated by globalisation and
increased mobility. He also emphasized that effective coordination between central and state agencies,
strengthening domestic manufacturing, addressing the demand and supply gap and leveraging
technology are needed to make a conducive environment free from illicit products.
The webinar underscored the need for policy level coordination between government and the industry
to address this menace. Illegal trade not only leads to revenue loss for the government but also leads to
unemployment and hence a more focused and collaborated approach along with training and
sensitization of enforcement officers for such crimes was much needed. The webinar was attended by
industry, government officials, officers from the enforcement agencies and stakeholders in this segment.
Mr. Dinesh Patidar, Chairman, FICCI Madhya Pradesh State Council and CMD, Shakti Pumps India Ltd.
made the concluding remarks.
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Recommendations

RECOMMENDATIONS
TO COMBAT ILLICIT TRADE

T

he government of India has taken several decisive steps to combat counterfeiting and smuggling,
create awareness and protect the interest of the legal businesses and right holders. It is seen that
the seizures of illicit goods are at an all-time high in India, indicating the willingness within the
authorities to address this issue. In spite of several measures which are being undertaken, further steps
are required, both in the form of policy intervention and awareness generation. With the above
background, FICCI CASCADE would like to take this opportunity to submit the following recommendations
to the concerned ministries to curb this growing hazard which is adversely impacting the socio-economic
growth of our nation.
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Cabinet Secretariat, Prime Minister's Oﬃce
A. Setting up of a National Authority Against Counterfeiting and Smuggling
Industry and brand owners face a challenge whenever there is an enforcement issue with cases related to
counterfeiting and smuggling. Currently, this issue lacks the desired attention from policy makers and lack
of coordination amongst the various departments in the government. What is required is seamless ow of
information, where enforcement agencies can come together (regulatory, the customs, the law &
enforcement) and talk to each other for speedy enforcement so that the issue at hand can be handled
eﬃciently and speedily.

Recommendation
FICCI would like to recommend setting up of a National Authority Against Counterfeiting and Smuggling.
We feel this centralized body in the government could be able to ensure proper coordination amongst the
concerned Ministries /Departments /Enforcement agencies. Other than handling speedy enforcement of
cases, this agency could also work on the following:
a. Regular monitoring of illegal activities and sharing intelligence
b. Enhancing cooperation
c. Making Policy recommendations
d. Capacity building
e. Liaison with national and international bodies
f. Single window for receiving complaints
g. Interface with Industry

Proposed Structure for new set-up:

Centralised Body

Operation & Execution Wing
(Representatives from
Enforcement Agencies)

Planning &
Policy Wing

Chief Justices
& Judges

Secretaries in
Ministries

Economists

Customs

Police

Paramilitary
Forces
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Ministry of Consumer Aﬀairs
A. Awareness Generation
Continuous awareness generation on the ill impact of counterfeit and smuggled products is the key.
Endless repeating of the message will educate the consumer about potential risks and detrimental impact
of buying and using such products on oneself and on the society. Counterfeits and illegal products cannot
exist if consumers reject them.

Recommendation
1. In order to undertake this activity, further impetus is needed to the Ministry of Consumer Aﬀairs
campaign “Jago Grahak Jago”, by restructuring this campaign with reference to fake, smuggled and
spurious products. The campaign could be designed to include the following messaging:
l

Take a bill on every purchase. This will ensure that the product is genuine and tax paid.

l

Every time a counterfeit or smuggled good is purchased, the country is cheated of revenue and the
consumer is fooled into believing that what he or she is buying is genuine as only genuine and
authentic products ensure quality, purity and safety.

l

Illegal trade involving counterfeiting and smuggling has far reaching impact on the economic
growth of the country, increases black money, has linkages to terrorism, leads to environmental
degradation, and lowers research and development.

l

With every purchase on bill consumers are making this nation tax compliant and doing their part
towards progressive nation building.

2. The police authorities can also play an active and important role in creating awareness in general
consumers. A campaign/advertisement by the London Police is worth sharing here: 'Wake up, not Fake
up' - warning consumers of the risks posed by fake beauty products. In India too, the police could
launch a campaign on similar lines alerting the consumers against buying fake/smuggled and
spurious products.

Ministry of Finance
A. Institutionalized Incentive Program
In the current reward scheme of the Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs (CBIC), monetary
rewards are given to informers and enforcement officers for their role in detection and further follow up
actions in cases of smuggling. The quantum of reward available for distribution is linked to sale
proceeds of smuggled goods.
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Recommendation
1. There are established and popular reward schemes recognized by CBIC, which helps in not only
curbing the illicit smuggling of gold and narcotics by the Customs officials but also in reaping
benefits of detention of these goods. In view of the large number of cases of imports of spurious /
counterfeited / smuggled goods, an incentive-based scheme could be introduced by the CBIC for
the officers of the department who play important role in detection / investigation of the cases of
IPR violations.
2. In cases of tobacco products, since such products are not sold but destroyed on conclusion of the
case, therefore, no sale proceed amount is available for giving monetary reward. This position
needs to be changed as it has become a disincentive in booking offence cases in respect of such
goods. A reward scheme could be put in place for tobacco on the same lines like narcotics and
psychotropic substances which are also destroyed after seizure. The amount of reward in such
cases could depend on a flat rate linked to the quantity of goods seized and the gravity of offence
involved.
3. Provision for rewards to police officers for dealing with crimes relating to counterfeiting in the
same way as there is provision for reward for dealing with cases of smuggling. This will act as an
incentive for the authorities to take this up more seriously.

B. Coordinated Approach is the Need of the Hour
When the tax rate on any item is unreasonably high (eg: cigarettes, alcoholic beverages, luxury goods
etc.), then there is higher incentive available in evading tax. Higher tax arbitrage results in increased
volume of tax evaded products in the market. For containing smuggling, the enforcement agencies
require additional resources. It is seen that if tax level on any item becomes increasingly high, it results
in increased level of smuggling and counterfeiting and the enforcement agencies are unable to keep
pace or stay ahead of the curve. In this backdrop, this critical enforcement related issue has to be kept in
mind by the policy makers while taking decisions at the time of raising tax rates. However, this does not
happen in practice, and as a result, serious damage is done to the economy and its most precious
resource i.e. the people of the country due to the growth of illicit trade.

Recommendation
We have landed in a situation where the lack of balance in the tax rate and the level of enforcement has
resulted in a huge increase in the size of the grey market. It is therefore recommended that the
government must check the level of taxation on the high taxed goods to avoid the consistently
increasing tax evasion. In this regard, there must be greater synergy between those who decide the tax
levels and the enforcement agencies to check tax evasion.

C. Infrastructure, Resource and Capacity Building
Capacity building in terms of skill, infrastructure and technology amongst the law enforcement
agencies is important in improving the detection and investigation mechanism. At present, of the total
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imports into India, only about 15% are being subjected by customs to physical examination, whereas,
the remaining 85% of the imports are cleared based on self-assessment by importers without any
physical check of goods by customs. No doubt, the task of customs in such cases becomes difficult
since it has to maintain a delicate balance between the conflicting considerations of ensuring trade
facilitation on one hand and addressing the security and revenue concerns on the other.

Recommendation
It is recommended to modernize the infrastructure and equipment's being used by customs be looked
into expeditiously so that foolproof methods of clearance of goods are introduced, thereby raising the
capacity of Indian customs. Also, it has been seen that almost 90% of counterfeits come from China.
With advanced infrastructure/technology, the probability of detecting counterfeits/smuggled goods
coming from China, irrespective of how they are declared or how they are coming can be improved.

Ministry of Home Affairs
A. Infrastructure, Resource and Capacity Building
Capacity building in terms of skill, infrastructure and technology amongst the law enforcement
agencies is important in improving the detection and investigation mechanism. For police officers –
Economic offences / IP crimes are not a priority area, since they are fully occupied with the investigation
of heinous crimes and are responsible for maintaining day to day law and order in their jurisdiction. As a
result, there is a resource crunch for handling such cases. Moreover, they have little exposure to crimes
related to intellectual property and special provisions contained in the enforcement of the IPR laws.

Recommendation
1. It is felt that knowledge of legal provisions related to IPR laws is necessary for efficient investigation
and successful prosecution. It is, therefore, necessary to impart special knowledge to the
investigating officers through regular capacity building under economic offences and IP crimes.
2. Since the existing police staff's ability to handle the day to day crime and law and order duties is
stretched and there are no dedicated officers in these cells to deal with such cases exclusively, it is
suggested that additional manpower with the desired aptitude to be provided in these cells
(Special cells, District Investigation Units, Economic Offences Wing) to focus exclusively on the
investigation of these IPR related cases.

A. National Legislation on Organized Crime
Globalization, liberalization of economies, lifting of international trade barriers and revolutionary
advancement in technology has made the problem of organised crime more acute and almost
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intractable. Illicit trade and transnational organized crime are interlinked. It restricts economic growth,
individual prosperity, and corporate profitability. Transnational organized crime has close links with
criminal syndicates, both at national and local levels. Such links result in trafficking of people and
goods; and support international terrorism. This illegal business operation represents 10 per cent of the
global trade and has rightly been termed as the prime criminal activity of the 21st century by the FBI.

Recommendation
Different jurisdictions have defined organised crime in a different manner. India does not have a
national law on organized crime. Maharashtra was the first state to enact Maharashtra Control of
Organised Crime Act in 1999 (MCOCA) to combat organised crime and terrorism. In order to curb the
increasing crimes of the organised gangs this law was extended in National Capital Territory of Delhi,
Karnataka and Arunachal Pradesh but a national law is still not in place. The facets of organised crime in
India particularly the transnational organised crimes are drug trafficking & drug abuse, smuggling &
hawala transactions, money laundering, terrorism and narco-terrorism. The effective enforcement of
laws is required to holistically curb the problem of transnational organised crime. It is recommended
that the Government could look at having a National law to control and combat this organised crime as
a long-term agenda.

B. Checking Notorious Markets
Retailers and wholesalers selling fake, counterfeit and smuggled goods operate freely in many wellknown parts of the national capital having established business over many years. Delhi's Gandhi Nagar,
Kashmere Gate, Palika Bazaar, Nehru Place, Ghaffar Market and Sadar Bazaar and Chennai's Burma
Bazar are some markets who have been labelled as “notorious markets” in global piracy and rife in
counterfeits selling apparel, footwear, automobiles and auto parts, electronics, leather goods, mobile
phones, CDs and DVDs, and luxury goods.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the enforcement authorities take sustained and coordinated action against
such notorious markets. Moreover, creating picket posts to effectively monitor and undertake
necessary enforcement in the notorious markets could be undertaken.

Ministry of Law and Justice
A. Deterrent Penal Provisions
At present, it is found that the penal provisions provided in the applicable laws such as Copyright Act,
1957 and the Trade Marks Act, 1999 are not adequate; the investigation, prosecution and the
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culmination of the trail takes unduly long time. These concerns need to be addressed. Under both the
Trademarks Act and Copyright Act the punishment provided for the first offence is a fine of not less than
rupees 50,000/- and not more than rupees 2,00,000/- and imprisonment of not less than 6 months and
not more than 3 years; and for subsequent offences monetary fine of rupees 1,00,000/- to 2,00,000/and imprisonment of 1 year to 3 years. The above fine and punishment is not sufficient to create the
desired deterrence to curb the increasing instances of violations. It has been proven statistically and
through studies such as from the Interpol that counterfeiters are hardened criminals. Though there are
provisions in the law and actions are taken against the criminals but many times it is seen that these
criminals go back and carry on the illegal activity which only proves that the punishment is not
deterrent enough. Moreover, it is important to have certainty about infliction of penalty which will
create the much-needed deterrent effect for such criminals/repeat offenders.

Recommendation
1. It's time to recognize counterfeiting as a criminal offence under IPC. Extant bail provisions are not
severe - bail to be granted on execution of exorbitant security so that it becomes very difficult for
illegal operators to undertake such activity. For repeat offenders making the offence non-bailable
may be considered.
2. Imprisonment should be more rigorous than at present. Consider enhancing the punishment to 1 5 years.
3. Stringent monetary penalty for the offences - It is suggested that like the Customs Act, 1962 the fine
under the Trademarks Act and Copyright Act may be increased up to the value of the goods
involved and enhance imprisonment up to 5 years. By way of illustration it may be noticed that
punishment under the Customs Act is extended up to 7 years.

A. Need for a Proactive Judicial Approach
The judiciary has a significant and pivotal role as an interpreter of law to combat counterfeiting and
smuggling and prevent the resultant damage to brand owners. There is enough scope by judiciary to
adopt a proactive approach to fill in the legislative vacuum and the loopholes. This is justified specially
when it is done to attain the objective of curbing socio-economic crimes affecting and plaguing the
economy. There is a dire need of judicial sensitivity in recognizing counterfeiting, smuggling and
violation of IP rights as acts against the economy. Having a cascading adverse effect on the growth of
domestic industry.

Recommendation
1. An essential element for an effective enforcement of any law is expeditious investigating of cases
and ensuring prosecution in a time bound manner. To ensure expeditious completion of
adjudication proceedings in such cases, it may be prescribed that adjudication proceedings as far
as possible must be completed within one year after its initiation. With a view to reduce the number
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of adjudication and prosecution proceedings there is a need to put in place the ADR (alternate
dispute resolution) mechanism whenever the offence is compoundable.
2. In spite of judicial reforms, the country is encountering a litigation explosion. India is faced with
elephantine backlog of cases, inadequate number of judges, judge population being 17-18 judges
per million vis a vis 70-100 per million in jurisdictions of developed nations. We have been striving
for judicial and legislative reforms to reduce these arrears including creation of specialized tribunals
for specialized subjects. Tribunals may be headed by a judicial member supported by a technical
expert. Moreover, there should be capacity building by judiciary for commercial courts and
specialized tribunals to be manned by specially trained judges to decide IP and related matters.
3. Appointment of members of IP tribunal, appellate boards and the IPAB so as to fill in the vacancies
well in advance.

Ministry of Commerce and Industry
A. Revision of Definition under Trademark Act
Under Article 51 of the TRIPS Agreement, there are the below two definitions relevant for this purpose i.

"counterfeit trademark goods" shall mean any goods, including packaging, bearing without
authorization a trademark which is identical to the trademark validly registered in respect of such
goods, or which cannot be distinguished in its essential aspects from such a trademark, and which
thereby infringes the rights of the owner of the trademark in question under the law of the country
of importation;

ii. "pirated copyright goods" shall mean any goods which are copies made without the consent of the
right holder or person duly authorized by the right holder in the country of production and which
are made directly or indirectly from an article where the making of that copy would have
constituted an infringement of a copyright or a related right under the law of the country of
importation.
Below is Section 2(h) of the Trademark Act,
"deceptively similar", - A mark shall be deemed to be deceptively similar to another mark if it so nearly
resembles that other mark as to be likely to deceive or cause confusion.
Looking closely, it is seen that the definitions under TRIPS agreement particularly talks about "country
of importation" which is missing under the Indian Trademark law. Section 28 of IPC defines a
counterfeit. However, since it takes its strength from the Section 2(h) of the trademark act. Hence,
Section 2(h) should include 'counterfeit' in any form which is currently absent in the existing definition.
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Recommendation
The scope of Section 2(h) of the Trademarks Act needs to be widened so as to bring it in consonance
with the definitions of the TRIPS agreement which is very specific in terms of the acts that will constitute
counterfeit goods and pirated copyright goods, it is recommended that there should be revision in the
definition under the Trademark Act keeping the above in mind.

B. Online Counterfeiting
The menace of counterfeiting and pirated goods is the same if not more in the virtual marketplace. ECommerce sites are regularly being used as a common platform for sale of counterfeit goods,
increasingly the same is also happening on social media platforms. Internet is providing any small seller
sitting out of his garage the ability to supply these counterfeit products- globally, anonymously and
everything is available to the customers at the click of the button. The cross-border sales are expected
to triple in next 6 years driven by e-Commerce and the growth of mobile commerce. As far as
government initiatives are concerned, a comprehensive e-commerce law is in the making.

Recommendation
1.

Regular exchange of information between government, industry and e-commerce players for the
e-commerce policy.

2.

Creation of a centralized body/system for collating the take downs from e-commerce players to
build a database of illegal traders on the platforms.

3.

MOU's with international online platforms to enable the exchange of information of counterfeit
products and to sensitize the platforms from being misused for the sale of counterfeits.

Ministry of Small and Medium Enterprises
A. Rehabilitation Programme
While counterfeiters run this business knowingly that it is illegal, for small traders, this kind of activity
could be means of livelihood. Sometime these traders are not even aware that what they are doing is
illegal.

Recommendation
It is recommended that the government could look at some rehabilitation programmes for small
traders where they are given some parallel employment opportunity.
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Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology
A. Anti-Counterfeiting Information System
The Italian government has an in-house anti-counterfeiting system which at an operational level allows
IPR holders to work actively with the law enforcement by sharing information about their products that
could be a target for fraud. This system on a quarterly basis generates reports for the IPR holders on
fraud and other information useful for the protection of their rights.

Recommendation
It is suggested that India could also on the lines of the Italian experience, have an anti-counterfeiting
information system in place which would give useful feedback, and help in further investigations, on a
tactical and strategic level.
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Articles

Illegal trade a speed breaker
P. C Jha

Article

Former Chairman, Central Board of
Indirect taxes and Customs (CBIC) and
Advisor, FICCI CASCADE
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T

he pace of progress of Indian Economy gained momentum in 1991 with the step of
Liberalization, Privatization, Globalization (LPG) taken by the Narsimha Rao government. Passing
through the phases of ups and downs, since then, in general, the economy has been doing much
better than before. The momentum of progress got further accelerated in 2014 with the coming back of
power of the NDA government. However, at this moment, scenario is not encouraging, not entirely due
to domestic factors. All around, there are discussions with or without enough analysis about the
reasons of slowdown. Many manufacturing sectors like automobiles, textiles, MSMEs are not doing well,
which besides other consequences have resulted in creation of considerably less number of jobs.
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Besides other, one such factor which has a
huge negative eﬀect on growth is the fastgrowing high volume of illicit trade. It is this
area in which CASCADE (Committee Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting Activities
Destroying the Economy), of FICCI, with a view
to bring about a change, has been pursuing a
pan-India campaign to raise awareness of the
consumers, policy makers in the government,
and the concerned enforcement agencies, like
police, customs, judiciary.
As a signi cant part of this campaign, every
year, CASCADE holds its agship international
event, namely, MASCRADE (Movement Against
Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade), which is
attended by many delegates from India and
abroad. The sixth edition of this movement was
held in New Delhi in September this year.
Expectedly, the speakers in this conference
deliberated on all aspects of the menace of
smuggling and counterfeiting. CASCADE is
able to receive active support of several
international and domestic agencies such as
OECD, WIPO, INTERPOL, World Customs
Organization, HMRC, UN Oﬃce on Drugs and
Crime, UK Intellectual Property Oﬃce, United
States Patent and Trademark Oﬃce (USPTO),
United States Department of Homeland
Security, Australian Border Force, Italian
Embassy, Directorate of Revenue Intelligence,
Customs, Police, Judiciary, Ministries of Home,
Consumer Aﬀairs, Commerce and Industry,
Electronics and Information Technology, Law
and Justice; and captains of diﬀerent industries.

Key Deliberations:
The conference saw invigorating discussions
on all aspects of the problem of smuggling and

counterfeiting. Illicit trade is normally seen only
from the prism of the loss of revenue to the
exchequer, however, it has many more facets that
impact our economy, society, law and order, and
generation of employment. Along with growth in
economy, there has also been rise in illicit trade. In
fact, rate of growth of illicit trade has outpaced the
growth in economy. It has credibly been estimated
that by 2022, the market size of this illegal
business at global level will touch US$ 3 trillion. No
country is immune to this problem, and there is no
product, the counterfeit of which is not available in
the market.
A report by USTR informs us that pharmaceuticals
and FMCG products are facing a big problem due
to illicit markets. 20% of pharmaceuticals sold in
the market are either counterfeit or sub-standard,
and in the case of FMCG products, 7-10% of the
market share has been taken away by smuggled or
counterfeit goods which results in a loss of Rs.
21,000 to Rs. 31,000 crore to the legal industry.
One alarming aspect of the illegal business is that
money generated through this is the main source
of nancing of terrorism across the globe. Diﬀerent
terrorist organizations indulge in smuggling and
counterfeiting of speci ed products viz Islamic
State in cigarettes, POL products and mobile
phones; Hezbollah in drugs and medicines; Al
Qaeda in clothing and bags; Irish Republican Army
in pirated discs and clothing; Hamas in drugs and
food products; and Boko Haram in cigarettes. Illicit
trade in tobacco products is considered a low risk
high reward economic activity. Rightly so, this evil
business is termed as the crime of the 21st century
by the FBI.
Speakers in the conference also mentioned about
the online sale of counterfeit goods. Nearly one in
three Indians have reported receiving counterfeit
products online. An OECD report of March 2019
shows that worldwide percentage of counterfeit
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footwear is about 22%, clothing 16%, leather
goods 13%, electric equipments 12%, etc. It is
important to note that since brands stand for
social status, trust, quality, originality etc.,
hence any activity that compromises with this
has to be curbed eﬀectively.

Suggestions Made:

Article

MASCRADE 2019 delved deep into the subject
with a view to nd a holistic and permanent
solution to the problem. It was felt that a
uni ed voice is needed so that the government
makes policies and legislations to serve the
best interest of the consumers and the country.
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It was suggested that vigorous consumer
awareness campaigns are required to be
undertaken at a large scale. Further,
multimedia campaigns such as government's
"Jago Grahak Jago" are also needed to be
launched on a much bigger scale. This will
empower the consumers to diﬀerentiate
between the genuine and fake. Industry has
also to take steps to safeguard the integrity of
supply chains of their products, check
notorious markets regularly, and use
technology to track and trace movement of
their original products in transit. Industry has
to put thrust on risk assessment and make
more investment in intelligence services. To
check this menace, whole-hearted support of
the government is necessary. The government
has to establish a nodal vigilance agency to
carry out regular monitoring of illegal activities.
A regular and constant dialogue with
international stakeholders will also help in
disseminating global best practices. It was
suggested that legal provisions dealing with
such crimes are needed to be reinforced. It was
mentioned that the extant bail provisions are
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not severe, and that after detection of a case and
completion of investigation, only a few
prosecution proceedings result in conviction. It is
necessary that bail should carry high amount of
security, there should be stringent monetary
penalty for the oﬀences, and imprisonment should
be more rigorous than at present. It was also
opined that certainty about in iction of penalty is
more eﬀective than severity of the penal action.
Investigation and prosecution must end in a
speci ed period. The need for separate commercial
courts manned by specially trained judges was
also recommended. Dynamic injunctions coupled
with punitive damages and making the provision
of arbitration applicable for such oﬀences were
discussed. There is a need for a comprehensive
national legislation to deal eﬀectively with
organized crime like that one in Maharashtra.

Release of the study:
The event saw the release of a study
commissioned by FICCI CASCADE to Thought
Arbitrage Research Institute (TARI)-'Invisible
Enemy: Impact of Smuggling on Indian Economy
and Employment'. The study is a pioneering eﬀort
in India, which quantitatively estimates both
revenue and livelihood opportunity lost due to
smuggling in ve speci ed industries. These are:
Textiles, Tobacco Products (Cigarettes),
Readymade Garments, Capital Goods (Machinery
and Parts) and Consumer (Electronics) durables.
The report highlights the key challenges posed by
smuggling and suggests possible solutions to
make compliance and related processes more
robust with the overarching objective of arresting
the spread of smuggling.
The highlights of the study are as follows:
n

Indian economy lost Rs 1,17,253 crore in FY 18
due to smuggling in the ve key sectors

n

n

n

n

Due to smuggling of these ve products,
the total livelihood opportunity lost in the
economy is about 16.36 lakh in FY 18.
While arriving at these gures, besides
impact on direct employment, backward
linkages and multiplier eﬀects of these
industries were also taken into account as
per universally accepted norms.

n

Government policies such as emphasis on
enforcement action and priority on
coordination between diﬀerent government
agencies must be reviewed on urgent basis in
view of the ndings of the report.

n

Leveraging technology for trade facilitation
and monitoring

Total direct livelihood opportunity lost in
these ve industries is about 5.01 lakh in
FY18. Out of this, 3.55 lakh is in readymade
garments and tobacco products which are
labour-intensive industries.

n

Capacity building of enforcement agencies

n

Strengthening risk management capabilities
of customs department

n

Better coordination among enforcement
agencies engaged in anti-smuggling

n

Greater need for international coordination
and cooperation.

Estimates of cigarette smuggling based on
consumption approach shows that the
quantum of smuggling of cigarettes was
Rs. 8750 crores in FY18, resulting in 14 to
20 percent of output loss to domestic
tobacco manufactures.
The estimated smuggling in readymade
garments industry rose to a level of Rs.
5,509 crores in Fy18.

The study recommends the way forward:
n

Strengthening domestic manufacturing
and reducing demand supply gap by
making more goods available through
legal channel.

Since, the Indian economy has planned to reach
the target of US$ 5 trillion by 2024, illicit trade
having a serious decelerating eﬀect on growth,
must be curbed substantially. This will happen only
if concerted eﬀort is made by all stakeholders. All
concerned have to cooperate to ensure that an
eﬀective and workable deterrence to contain the
spread of this menace, is created without any loss
of time. In absence of such an action, it would be
diﬃcult to arrest the growth of Illicit Trade in the
country.
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Article
Excessive Taxation
Harming Jobs,
Health & Economy
especially the farming end of it, is
bound to be adversely impacted by
this step.

P. C Jha
Former Chairman, Central Board of
Indirect taxes and Customs (CBIC) and
Advisor, FICCI CASCADE

T

he recent announcement by the government to
increase levies on cigarettes in the form of National
Calamity Contingent Duty (NCCD) has created
signi cant uncertainty and anxiety for the legal cigarette
industry. This decision comes at a time when the legal
domestic cigarette industry is already facing a huge challenge
from illicit and smuggled cigarettes. In-addition, this action will
in all probability put additional pressure on the already serious
job scenario in the country, and the tobacco industry which
generates huge livelihood, and is highly labour intensive,
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Already, job creation in India is a
matter of great concern and a huge
challenge. Job losses because of
increase in smuggling and
counterfeiting is not even on the
radar of the policy makers of the
country. In this context, FICCI
CASCADE (Committee Against
Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy)
for the rst time in 2019
commissioned a study to identify the
potential that lies in the containment
of illicit trade in the country. In just
ve sectors, namely, Textiles, Tobacco
Products (Cigarettes), Readymade
Garments, Capital Goods (Machinery
and Parts), and Consumer (Electronic)
Durables, there is a potential to create
over 16 lakh additional jobs which are
currently being lost because of

smuggling of these items after taking into
consideration backward linkages and multiplier
eﬀects of these sectors in the economy as a whole.
The impact of tax hikes on farmers' livelihood can
simply not be overstated. Any increase in tax on
cigarettes is damaging for the domestic industry.
Already, the livelihood of 2.6 crore Indian farmers and
farm labourers which include women and tribal
people is under severe pressure due to high taxation.
Their cumulative drop in earnings has been estimated
at over Rs. 5,000 crore during 2013-14 to 2018-19. In
fact, smuggled and illicit cigarettes are estimated to
use 17 million kgs of unaccounted tobacco which
ends up stealing precious Indian jobs to the farmers
of other tobacco growing countries such as Malawi,
Zimbabwe, Tanzania and many more.
The level of taxation on a commodity like tobacco
products has also got direct bearing on the health of
the people. Somehow, the government holds the
view that by increasing tax rates on cigarettes, its
consumption can be reduced and thus the health
hazard to the people can be minimized. However, on
the basis of available statistics from the government
sources itself, it is clear that with the increase in tax
rates on cigarettes, there is a commensurate rise in
the share of grey market, i.e., increase in availability of
unaccounted, untaxed, smuggled, counterfeit and
other types of illicit products in the market which are
made in unhygienic and unhealthy environment with
no concern for quality. There is also no doubt that
such products of proven inferior quality are much
more injurious to health than the genuine tax paid
products. It is an accepted fact that tobacco products
are injurious to health, and hence, there is a need to
curb their consumption. Subjecting a health injurious
product to an excessive unrealistic tax rate is an
unwise policy of the government, since it does not
result in meeting the stated objective of protecting
health of the people, and on the contrary, it results in
huge tax evasion and also causing more harm to

public health by pushing the people to
consume sub-standard cheap substitutes
which are marketed openly without
carrying the statutory health warnings.
The NCCD increase will further the
incidence of cigarette smuggling in India.
The rampant sale of smuggled and illicit
cigarettes has a long list of ill eﬀects which
include the opening of the hawala route to
transfer money, generation of black money
which is a direct result of money
laundering, and serious security concerns
as there is a direct and established link
between illicit trade and smuggling with
terrorism. Top terror groups like Al Qaeda,
Taliban, ISIS, Hezbollah and many more
over the years have been using proceeds
from smuggling and illicit trade to fund
their nefarious agendas.
It is a matter of grave concern that the
domestic tobacco industry is facing a huge
challenge from illicit and smuggled goods.
Estimates by the FICCI CASCADE study of
smuggling based on consumption
approach shows that smuggling of
cigarettes has increased from Rs. 7,183
crore in 2015-16 to Rs. 7,729 Crore in 201617 and further to Rs. 8,750 crore in 2017-18,
which results in 14 to 20 percent of output
loss to domestic tobacco manufacturers.
These statistics are based on data obtained
either from government sources or
international agencies such as UN
COMTRADE. The tax burden on cigarettes
(cumulative growth in rates of tax, after
cognizing for the increase in rates of GST
Compensation Cess) has trebled between
2012-13 and 2017-18, in addition to
successive year on year increases in excise
duty rates between 2012-13 to 2016-17
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amounted to a compounded CAGR of 15.7 percent. Tax collections, however, increased only by 4.7
percent CAGR, clearly indicating sub-optimisation of revenue collections resulting from excessively
high duty rate increases. In 2017-18, the GST rate, contrary to the Revenue Neutral principle, as
promised by the government, signi cantly increased the tax burden on legal cigarettes by 19 percent.
Taxation has a very critical impact on volumes of both legal and illicit cigarettes. Policy makers often
lose sight of the obvious fact that higher the rate of taxes, higher is the illegal pro t in evasion. There
has to be a perfect compatibility between higher rates of taxation and higher eﬃciency level of
enforcement agencies to check evasion eﬀectively. Therefore, striking a right balance in xing tax rate
is critical. While taxation on legal cigarettes was increasing, illicit and smuggled trade in cigarettes
increased from 21.8 billion sticks in 2013 to 26.4 billion sticks in 2018, a disturbing increase of 21
percent. Here it is important to state that stability in tax rates ensured that the illicit cigarette market
grew, albeit at a relatively slower pace.
In India, unlike the west, cigarettes are only 9 percent of the total tobacco consumed, and 91 percent of
the tobacco consumption is in non-cigarette as also illicit products. It is important to note that the tax
burden on this overwhelming majority is almost negligible. In this context, it is critical to understand
and underscore the tobacco consumption pattern in India. While the overall tobacco consumption in
India has increased from 320 million Kg in 1981-82 to 544 million kg in 2017-18, it is essential to state
that the share of legal cigarettes has come down from 86 million kg in 1981-82 to 52 million kg in 201718. This makes it clear that while tobacco continues to thrive, it is the legal cigarettes that continue to
bear the brunt. International studies have shown that taxes on cigarettes in India are the second
highest in the world and its prices in India are much more than of our neighbours and of many
developed countries.
It would therefore be important to reconsider the decision to hike the taxes on cigarettes. This would
serve in the best interest of the nation on multiple fronts, as this would result in increased revenue,
greater job creation, addressing the health concerns, reigning-in anti-social elements and curtailing
the generation of black money.
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Learning from the World:

Experience and Cooperation Amongst
Nations needed to combat Illicit Trade

T

Najib Shah
Former Chairman, Central Board of
Indirect Taxes and Customs
Member, FICCI CASCADE Think Tank

Forum (WEF) estimates the global market of illicit trade to be
about $ 3 trillion by 2022. Here, the 6th edition of
MASCRADE, the acronym for the movement against
smuggled and counterfeit trade, conducted under the aegis
of FICCI's Committee Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy (CASCADE) recently holds
particular relevance. It has been pointed out by the WEF, that
while everybody does express concern, the response to this
problem has been disorganized and leaves a lot to be
desired.

Article

he sobering fact that India
does not rank high in the
Global Illicit Trade
Environment Index (GITEI), an
annual study brought out by the
Economist Intelligence Unit, and
needs to take corrective action to
bring down the risks of illicit trade
raises troubling concerns for the
policy makers. According to the
Index based on four parameters,
Government Policy, Supply and
Demand, Customs Environment,
and Transparency and Trade, India
ranks 49 globally, and 9, in the
Asia-Paci c -rankings which we can
most certainly improve.
In the context of the growing
menace of illicit trade
worldwide—the World Economic
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The continued success of the conference MASCRADE is testimony, both of the extent
of the problem, and the contribution which
this conference makes to policy makers and
stakeholders engaged in combating this
menace. The presence of two Union
Ministers of State, the Hon Minister of State,
Ministry of Finance Shri Anurag Thakur, and
the Hon'ble Minister of State, Ministry of
Home Aﬀairs, Shri Nityanand Rai, both of
whose departments are concerned with the
problem, along with Shri Pranab Kumar Das,
Chairman of the CBIC, another key
organization engaged in the ght against
smuggling and counterfeiting, is indicative
of the resolve of the government to
eﬀectively address this complex adversary,
and nd implementable solutions to blunt
the impact of illicit trade.
The need of the hour today then, as brought
out at MASCRADE, is to proactively and
conscientiously address the many issues
exacerbating the state of the global problem
of illicit trade and understand its visible
outcomes and measurable impacts. There is
also an immediate need for harnessing the
potential of multilateralism through
intergovernmental actions and of an
eﬀective monitoring and inspection of Free
Trade Zones (FTZs) to ensure legitimate
trade ows so that FTZs do not become
'hotspots' for illicit trade and organized
crime.
Countering the beast of illicit trade not only
requires an understanding of, and cooperation between institutions globally, but
also the designing of eﬀective global
strategies and improving the regulatory
framework. Unfortunately, no country can
claim to have eliminated the problemeverybody has had varying degrees of
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success and all countries have paid a price. Trade in
smuggling, contraband, counterfeit and pirated
goods has risen steadily in the last few years and now
stands at 3.3 percent of global trade. Hence, its
existence and operation are broad in scope and large
in value, impacting not only the global economy,
causing losses to industry, government and society
but are also adversely aﬀecting the health and safety
of the consumers, and is additionally facilitating an
underground economy and organized crime.
Tragically, illicit operators display greater cooperation
between each other across countries than what
governmental institutions do, both within a country
and across borders. In order to understand the global
dimensions of the illicit trade challenge so that a
possible framework may be setup to tackle it, a few
international experiences, all tabled at MASCRADE
may be reviewed.
According to Mr. Tim Sheppard, Counsellor
(Australian Border Force), Australian High
Commission, who spoke of Australia's approach to
tackle the problem of tobacco smuggling and
emphasized that if the risks are minimized upfront
there will be less work for law enforcement oﬃcer to
do. According to him, high tax rates on tobacco have
actually incentivized tobacco smuggling. On a
moderate investment, importing a container of illicit
cigarette could provide a 5,000 percent return on
investment without the same kind of nes or penal
provision such as in narcotics. The Australian
Government was cognizant of the problem and
consequently increased the nes and prison terms for
tobacco smuggling to 10 years of imprisonment and
penalty to the tune of ve times of duty avoided.
Also, the close cooperation between the Australian
Border Force and Department of Home Aﬀairs, the
Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC),
the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis
Centre (AUSTRAC), the Commonwealth Director of
Public Prosecutions (CDPP) and the Australian
Taxation Oﬃce (ATO) - has led to good results—more

than 600 tonnes of illicit tobacco estimated to about
AUD 600 million in evaded duty having been seized in
last one year alone.
Talking about the Italian experience, Col. t. ISSMI
Vincenzo Tuzi, Guardia di Finanza Attaché, Embassy of
Italy, said that the number of unusual products that
had been seized in recent times indicated the
presence of large criminal organizations who kept a
tab on markets and economics before starting
producing market-speci c counterfeit goods. To
tackle such a scenario, Tuzi emphasized the need for
every country to have the same penalties for certain
kinds of fraud. This would facilitate cooperation in
investigation. Italy, he mentioned has an anticounterfeiting MIS in place which at an operational
level allowed IPR holders to work actively with the law
enforcement by sharing information about their
products that could be a target for fraud. The system
provides reports for the IPR holders on fraud and other
information useful for the protection of their rights
This database also provides useful feedback through
data and risk analysis for various statistical purposes
and has proven to be a starting point for further
investigation projects on a tactical and strategic level.
According to Mr. Huw Watkins, Head of Asia Policy,
Intellectual Property Oﬃce, UK and Mr. Julian
Saldanha, First Secretary, HM Revenue and Customs,
British High Commission, 2.5 % of exports worldwide
were counterfeit goods as were 6.5% items used in
IT and communication, that 4-5% of goods
imported in UK were and that India ranked 6th
in the world in counterfeit production. In this
background, they felt that enforcement
agencies need to look at the entire chain in the
life cycle of counterfeit goods—from the
placing of orders, to manufacturing, to
shipping, to importation, to retail sale to
wholesales, and reworking and transportation.
This needs to be followed by an identi cation of
areas in the chain where disruption of the illegal
activity could be done. As per Watkins, while Free

Trade Zones have been bene cial for trade,
they have also been very vulnerable for
criminals to exploit. In this regard he
emphasised that the UK IPO worked closely
with Universities as knowledge and resource
centres and that he would be interested in
working closely with the Indian authorities
on similar lines. On the issue of addressing
online counterfeits, it was shared that UK
would be signing an MOU with trading
platforms in China/South East Asia to
counter this growing problem.
Ms. Shilpi Jha, Senior Legal Counsel for
Intellectual Property-South Asia, Embassy of
the United States of America outlined some
of the challenges that the US PTO faces
while dealing with the SAARC countries and
with India. Key amongst these were a Lack
of awareness which was prevalent right
from amongst consumers up to the
government on not just IPR issues but also
on industry and government initiatives in
this area; a Lack of
coordin
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ation among agencies especially given
India's federal polity; Fear of losing /lack of
trust as industries always fear that sharing
too much of data with custom/police will
cause information to leak out; and counterwise the enforcement machinery feels that
by doing too much work on behalf of the
industry, the latter's responsibility will
diminish.
To summarize, the chief takeaways on
stemming and addressing the challenges of
illicit trade are very instructive for India in its
ght against this debilitating malaise. The
Australian experience in tackling tobacco
smuggling could be useful for India, as it is
facing a similar challenge today. The
possibility of developing an anticounterfeiting information system in India
on the lines of the Italian experience could
be de nitely explored. The strategy of
examining each link in the counterfeit chain
and tackling the weaker link to disrupt the
chain, an approach adopted by the UKIPO
could also be usefully examined by the
Indian authorities. These authorities could
also examine the role of SEZ's and nd out
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whether there exist similar instances of such misuse.
India could also consider MOU's with online trading
platforms to sensitize them to the possibility of their
being misused for the sale of counterfeit goods. The
Indian authorities could relook at the present eﬀorts
at publicizing the ill-eﬀects of buying smuggled and
counterfeit goods and develop a more robust
publicity strategy to this eﬀect. Finally, issues such as
a lack of trust, lack of cooperation amongst agencies,
and lack of appreciation of the nefarious impact of
counterfeiting are common to India. An institutional
mechanism to address these challenges could also be
explored.
In conclusion, I must admit that after hearing the
initiatives adopted, I am con dent that if we develop
greater communication ow between nations, and
between various enforcement agencies in our
country, modify the many best practices according to
the needs and situations prevalent in our country,
and equip our enforcement agencies with the latest
technological tools that keeps them ahead of the
curve, then we will be able to weaken this adversary
which has been damaging the economies and
societies and compromising the safety and security of
nations the world over.

Curbing

Counterfeiting and
Piracy in On-line

Marketplace

Narendra Sabharwal
Former Deputy Director General,
WIPO (World Intellectual Property
Organization), Think Tank Member,
FICCI CASCADE and
Chairman FICCI – IP Committee

in India. Last year the leaders in on-line space were
electronics and apparels but now there are many
more oﬀerings such as travels, movies, medicines,
hotel reservations, books, matrimonial services,
electronic gadgets, cosmetics, footwears, fashion
accessories and even groceries. The liberal FDI
policy of Government of India, where 100% B2B in
FDI has been allowed, is also fuelling the growth of
this market.

Article

E

-Commerce in India has seen a
phenomenal growth over the years. From
USD 39 billion in 2017, it is projected to
rise to USD 200 billion approximately by the year
2026. This comes on the shoulders of digital
development in India, mainly the internet
penetration and mobile phones where India has
taken a leadership role and is propelling the
growth of e-Commerce- the virtual marketplace
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This growth however comes in with a set of
challenges. The menace of counterfeiting
and pirated goods has remained the same if
not more in the virtual marketplace. Online
counterfeiting and piracy are IP crimes which
aﬀect most areas of IPR. E-Commerce sites
are regularly being used as a common
platform for sale of counterfeit goods;
increasingly the same is also happening on
social media platforms. Whether it is online or
oﬄine, the dangers to society remain
legitimate market loss and occupation of
economic space by unauthorised and grey
market operators, causing loss of revenue to
government, payment of extra taxes by
common man, loss of jobs, threat to safety of
consumers and also fuelling organised crime.
It was with the above perspective that I
recently chaired a session in FICCI's annual
convention MASCRADE (Movement Against
Smuggled and Counterfeit Trade). The
session deliberated on the need for Policy
and Regulatory framework to Stop
Counterfeiting, Smuggling & Piracy from
Entering the Virtual Marketplace with
participation from key market leaders from
industry, e-commerce platform owners and
technology providers.
Sale of fake products on E-Commerce
platform is rampant. While technology oﬀers
several solutions to authenticate the original
product, the same technological tools
particularly arti cial intelligence aid to create
a look-alike which makes it more diﬃcult to
distinguish between the original and its fake.
Moreover, when e-Commerce players and
brand owners get embroiled in on-going
disputes, it is the counterfeiters who reap the
bene ts from the blame game between
industry and e-commerce players. What is
needed is constant upgradation and
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innovation to stay ahead of the counterfeiters. As far
as government initiative is concerned, it is important
that we have regulations for e-commerce.
A big step has been taken by government of India by
bringing the draft e-Commerce policy which has
indicated clear guidelines on the expectations from
band owners and e-Commerce players. It is for the rst
time that a government document has listed concrete
steps for combating counterfeiting which categorically
states that that the seller detail should be made
available on marketplace website for all products and
the sellers must provide an undertaking to the
platforms about the genuineness of products. Also,
trademarks owners should be given the option to
register with e-Commerce platform and that wherever
a trademark product is uploaded for sale on the
platform, it should notify the respective trademark
owner. If he desires e-Commerce platform shall not list
or oﬀer for sale any of the owner's products without
prior concurrence. In case of a complaint - within 12
hrs, it should be conveyed to the trademark owner
and as soon as possible the product shall be
withdrawn, and the site will be blocked. Additionally,
in case of a customer making a complaint of
counterfeiting post sale –return or compensation will
be paid and nancial disincentives for sellers if found
to be selling counterfeit shall be prescribed.
Unlike the problem of physical piracy and
counterfeiting, the piracy of content is easiest and the
most damaging. It is easiest because the content of
the original product is retransmitted and therefore
there is no new creation, no infrastructure is required,
no money is invested in creating content and the
same content of the same quality is made available to
everyone for free.
The extent of piracy varies across diﬀerent segments
of copyright like literary, sound recordings
cinematographic and computer software. The majority
of copyright infringement is done through illegal re-

production of journals, magazines and books, video
piracy, cable piracy, imitation and distribution of
computer programs without the permission of original
copyright holders, illegal downloading, le sharing and
selling of pirated DVDs etc. There also has been an
increase in external and mirror websites providing
unauthorized content through third party applications.
Leading industries in on-line space have taken a host of
measures such as 24*7 content monitoring and take
downs, taking John Doe orders from courts, lling
criminal cases etc. But this is not enough. For example,
the lm and television industry contributed a total of
Rs. 33.3 billion to the Indian economy and supported
over 2.36 million jobs in 2017. However, piracy remains
a persistent and growing threat to this industry. Online
copyright theft is a criminal enterprise which also
aﬀects consumers, and is susceptible to malware,
identity theft and ransomware.
A 2016 study analysing 1143 pirating sites popular in
India, found that large and medium pirate sites earned
revenues of about 4 million and 2 million respectively
and 361 advertisers in such sites were found to be in
the high-risk category. The piracy of content is done on
various popular social media platforms and internet
websites, app stores and illegal streaming devices.
Recently it was also found that a Wi-Fi enabled box is
available in the market for about Rs. 1000-5000 which
uses keys of a distribution platform to transmit all the
television channels of all Indian broadcasters.
Unfortunately, there is no mechanism in India where
one can track down and block the last-mile subscriber
whose box is being used for doing piracy.
One of the greatest diﬃculties in tackling content theft
and piracy is the jurisdictional challenge. While laws
have national boundaries, piracy is a global beast. One
can sit on a non-compliant jurisdiction, upload content
and make it available throughout the world. The laws of
India will not be applicable; therefore, nothing can be
done against the pirate. There is also a lack of an

infringing website list. There is no
mechanism in our country which prepares a
list of infringing websites which are
infringing content or physical goodscounterfeit products. There is a dire need for
stakeholders (advertisers, brands, advertising
agencies, content owner) to come together
and create a list of infringing websites. This
list can be made available to the advertisers,
payment gateways and can be used for
sensitizing people at large.
With the increase of online copyright theft in
India, and the increasing losses of copyright
holders, the Indian courts have started taking
strong cognizance of this oﬀence. Recently
the Delhi High Court in the case of UTV
Software Communications & Ors. vs. 1337xTO
and Ors. held that there is a need to prevent
the cumbersome exercise of piracy by the
subscribers which is the younger section of
the society who are unaware of pirated
content. The case was led for violation of
copyrighted work of lm production
companies. The court decided to ban the
websites responsible for hosting, streaming,
reproducing and distributing movies, music
and other cinematographic works and
directed Department of Telecommunication
(DoT) and Ministry of Electronics and
Information Technology (MEITY) to frame
stringent policy and guidelines for ISP
(Internet Service Providers) such as Reliance,
Bharati Airtel etc in order to block the
infringing websites.
A regular clean-up of key marketplaces and
social media is also important. Strategies to
eﬃciently use data and diﬀerent
technological tools available to gure out the
key players and nip the problem at the
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source should be made. High value targets
both manufacturers and whole sellers of
counterfeit products must be identi ed on all
e-Commerce platforms, whether it is B2B or
B2C marketplaces, social media or mobile
apps.
The government's draft e-commerce policy
also addresses the issue of piracy stating that
intermediaries shall put in place measures to
prevent online dissemination of pirated
content and shall identify trusted entities
whose complaints are resolved on priority.
Moreover, upon being noti ed by the owner
of copyright regarding piracy of his content,
the website or platform shall expeditiously
remove or disable access to the alleged
content. The guidelines also suggest that a
body of industry stakeholders should be
created that identify rogue websites and
upon identifying the internet providers shall
remove or disable access to the website
within a set time limit.
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Though the government guidelines list out steps for
online counterfeiting and anti-piracy, it is evident that
there is a need for greater collaboration both between
the stakeholders as well as better regulation from the
government. The Indian IP policy, which was released
in 2016, emphasised on strengthening, enforcement
and adjudication to combat piracy and counterfeiting.
It further stated that that best practices need to be
followed, technological tools and training of
enforcement agencies needs to be done, judiciary
needs to be strengthened, both for training as far as
for strengthening their competence by opening more
commercial courts to understand the intricacies of
IPRs, tools and methodologies needs to be developed
to nd the extent of counterfeiting and piracy.
The focus must remain on creating an environment
where we can continuously innovate, develop
technologies to proactively prevent infringement
within the marketplace, foster greater partnerships,
have robust feedback mechanism, monitor the gaps
and processes - all together build an eco-system to
ght this hydra headed monster of counterfeiting and
piracy.

Consumer Awareness & Adequate
Enforcement needed to deter
Counterfeiting and Smuggling in India
Hem Pande
Former Secretary
Department of Consumer Aﬀairs
Government of India and Think Tank Member,
FICCI CASCADE

economic impact on businesses, the magnitude and scale of

I

Consumer. The new Act has a slew of

operations, and the consequent adverse impact on consumer

measures and tightens the existing

health and safety. Manufacturing, altering or distributing a

rules to further safeguard consumer

product that is of lesser value than the genuine product with the

rights. The government has set up a

t is important that consumers today understand the multi-

The Indian Consumer Protection

faceted complexities of counterfeit and smuggled markets. It's

Act, 2019 provides for six rights of a

intention of misleading the buyer about the genuineness of

three tier institution (NCDRC, SCDRC

product is unlawful. Fake medicines, food, toys, auto parts and

and DCDRC) to address an

health products can be dangerous and can potentially harm or

important right of a consumer, that

even kill unsuspecting consumers.

is, Dispute Redressal between a
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buyer and a seller. Out of the remaining ve

for the Governments alone to carry out this campaign

rights, two (educating a consumer about a

exclusively for industry.

particular product or service and hearing
consumer complaints promptly) come within
the exclusive domain of the brands and the
industry. Trust that a brand builds with its
consumers is consumer empowerment
through education and quick learning
(accessible brand promoter to hear consumer
complaints and provide for speedy redressal).
Remaining three rights of a consumer, namely,
safety; information and choice of a product or
service could be a combined eﬀort of the
Governments (including Voluntary Consumer
Associations) and brands (Industry
Associations).
While the Consumer Protection Act is a
stepping-stone towards empowering the
consumers; the consumers must also act
responsibly and cautiously while making any
purchase to avoid being duped by illegal
sellers. India needs to focus on two things,
namely, consumer awareness and aggressive
enforcement. FICCI CASCADE (Committee
Against Smuggling and Counterfeiting
Activities Destroying the Economy) has been
at the forefront of generating awareness
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The rst step to solving a problem is acknowledging
that there is a problem, and this shows that we are on
the right path. Although there are enough laws that deal
with counterfeits and how to tackle them, improvement
in terms of implementation is required, as these laws
need to evolve with an ever-involving environment.
Government of India have done good work on its
various initiatives including the national IPR policy in
2016; IPR enforcement rules at the border or the
establishment of a Cell for IPR Promotion and
Management (CIPAM) for spreading awareness and
upgrading the understanding environment amongst
enforcement authorities.
Having said that, industry and brand owners often face
challenge on enforcement issues with cases related to
counterfeiting and smuggling. Currently, this matter
lacks the desired attention from policy makers and lack
of coordination amongst the various departments in
the government. A nodal agency, perhaps, could be the
answer, where there is seamless ow of information and
where enforcement agencies can come together
(regulatory, the customs, the law & enforcement) to talk
to each other for speedy enforcement so that the issue
at hand can be handled eﬃciently and speedily.

a m o n g s t co n s u m e r s a n d s e n s i t i z i n g

Although CIPAM and industry bodies have been

enforcement agencies on the ill impacts of

conducting awareness sessions amongst enforcement

such practices. Consumer awareness in India is

oﬃcers, brand owners indicate that they do not get

still in its infancy. Government of India has a

enough and prompt support from the police in certain

multimedia campaign "Jago Grahak Jago" to

cities as solving such crimes fall much below in the

empower consumers about their rights and

priority list of the police. The number of police oﬃcers to

duties. What is required is an impetus to this

handle such cases is invariably inadequate and they are

campaign with reference to fake, smuggled

tied up in public law & order cases, safety and security of

and spurious products. However, brands also

citizens. What is needed is feeding into the police that

need to supplement the eﬀorts of the

such crimes are also getting into larger issues of

Government (both national and subnational)

terrorism, traﬃcking and other illegal activities. In this

on consumer awareness, as it is not possible

context it is a t case to raise a tech savvy Central IP
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Security Force (CIPSF), to be funded by a corpus

s u s p e c t s a n d d e ve l o p a s t ra te g y o f

contributed by leading brand owners and administered

intelligence gathering and enable required

by the Central Government. Also, a provision to reward

action. Hence, in order to protect a brand,

the police oﬃcers for dealing with crimes relating to

brand owners have to make investment;

counterfeiting could be instituted, which may act as an

educate and create awareness across the

incentive for the authorities to take this up more

supply chain; use tested service providers; and

seriously.
It has been proven statistically and through studies such
as the Interpol that counterfeiters and smugglers are

work in close par tnership with the
Government, industry associations and other
brand owners.

hardened criminals. Though there are provisions in the

In an age of circular economy (resource

law and actions are taken against the criminals but many

eﬃciency) and arti cial intelligence, it is

times it is seen that these criminals go back and carry on

imperative that brand security strategies in

the illegal activity, which proves that the punishment is

the eld are robust and dynamic. Challenges

not deterrent enough. It would be pertinent to bring in

in enforcement will always remain a work in

rigorous imprisonment, stringent monetary penalties,

progress. However, consumer awareness and

expeditious investigating of cases and ensuring

empowerment will be the key. A trusted

prosecution in a time bound manner to prevent the

consumer could be the best bet in securing a

resultant damage to brand owners and consumers.

brand or an industry. Counterfeits and illegal

While, laws will evolve to deter this menace, continuous
investment on brand protection strategies and anti-

products cannot exist if consumers reject
them.

counterfeiting activity is required and successful brands,
in fact, do that. The problem will not go away, because
advanced technology is widely available which helps in
copying and making replicas. For brands, market
intelligence is also a key area to focus on. It is about
knowing the market, the supply chain, understanding
where the notorious markets are, pro le the likely
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Publication

Invisible Enemy: Impact of Smuggling on
Indian Economy and Employment
A FICCI CASCADE study commissioned to Thought Arbitrage Research Institute (TARI)—'Invisible Enemy:
Impact of Smuggling on Indian Economy and Employment' was released on 26th September 2019 during
CASCADE's agship programme MASCRADE2019. The study is a pioneering eﬀort in India, which
quantitatively estimates both revenue and livelihood opportunity lost due to smuggling in ve speci c
industries. These are: Textiles, Tobacco Products (Cigarettes), Readymade Garments, Capital Goods
(Machinery and Parts) and Consumer (Electronics) Durables. The report also highlights the key challenges
posed by smuggling and suggests possible solutions to make compliance and related processes more
robust with the overarching objective of arresting the spread of smuggling.
Indian economy loses Rs 1,17,253 crore due to smuggling in the ve key sectors

Summary of Key Findings
Based on our research approach and methodology, we have estimated smuggling (equal to output loss to
domestic manufacturing industry) in ve key industries:

Smuggling in Key Industries (Rs. Crore)
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n

Due to smuggling in the key ve industries, the total livelihood opportunity lost in the economy is about
16.36 lakh in 2017-18. This is because of backward linkage and multiplier eﬀects of these industries.
However, the livelihood opportunity lost are not absolute and are overlapping with one sector or another
because of the linkage of one industry/sector with the other sectors of the economy.

n

Total direct livelihood opportunity lost in these ve industries is about 5.01 lakh in 2017-18. 3.55 lakh
livelihood opportunity lost is in readymade garments and tobacco products, being largely labourintensive industries.

The possible way forward for the country to tackle the problem of smuggling and the recommendations for
consideration are:
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Social Media
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Stop the Spread of COVID19 & Misinformation

Appeal by FICCI CASCADE

Suggestions by FICCI CASCADE
- For Brand Owners & E-Commerce

- Law Enforcement Authorities

Campaign : Unaware
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Campaign : Invisible Enemy

Comparing Illicit Operators with Vicious Creatures

Campaign : Vocal for Local

Campaign : Illicit Trade through Cross Border
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Media Monitor

GROWING MENACE OF ILLEGAL, TAX EVADED,
SMUGGLED & COUNTERFEIT GOODS IN INDIA
12 EDITIONS OF FICCI CASCADE MEDIA MONITOR
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MEDIA COVERAGE
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FICCI CASCADE Lauds DRI for a Major Haul of Smuggled Cigarettes
JUNE 2020
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COVID-19 Triggered Economic Distress Sees Sharp Spike in
Smuggling of Goods: FICCI CASCADE
JULY 2020
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COVID-19:

PRODUCT FRAUD ALERT

FICCI CASCADE Addresses COVID-19 Pandemic
COVID-19: PRODUCT FRAUD ALERT
Counterfeit, Falsiﬁed and Substandard Medical Products and Medicines

WARNING
Emergency response measures to protect people
from the COVID-19 virus must include the urgent
need to protect them from fake, falsi ed and
substandard medical and healthcare products
and medicines.
Ineﬀective, fraudulent products undermine public
health and eﬀorts to stem the pandemic. In the
hands of citizens, infected patients and healthcare
professionals, these illicit products heighten risk
to exposure and create a false sense of security
that accelerates the spread to others. Falsi ed
versions of treatment options (such as
Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin) will harm
or kill already vulnerable patients.
Current shortages of medical and healthcare
products are rapidly being exploited by criminal
organisations in total disregard of patient health
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and safety. And while legitimate manufacturers
are working overtime to keep up with demand,
the availability of fakes and fraudulent products
on the Internet is expected to increase
dramatically, especially with the closure of retail
stores and the imposition of population
distancing strategies.
Internet shopping websites and popular social
media platforms are already vulnerable to fake
and fraudulent product oﬀerings misleading
advertisements, and Interpol reports thousands of
links to fraudulent advertising of COVID-19
related medical products.
Law Enforcement authorities in the US, UK, China,
Germany, Uganda, France, India, Indonesia,
Vietnam and elsewhere are taking action and
have already begun seizing fake and falsi ed
medical products. These are expected to increase
as more illicit products enter the market.

PRODUCT ALERT – WHAT TO LOOK FOR
n

Fake, falsi ed and substandard medical
products and medicines: surgical masks,
hydro-alcoholic gels, testing kits,
thermometers, gloves, sanitizers and
engineering monitors to measure body/head
temperatures and treatment options
currently explored such as
Hydroxychloroquine and Azithromycin.

n

Counterfeit, substandard healthcare and
consumer products that are in exceptionally
high demand because of the pandemic and
the consequential lockdowns: cleaning
solutions, toilet paper, anti-bacterial wipes,
indoor sports equipment, refrigerators and
freezers, food products and reading materials.

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION

LAW ENFORCEMENT
l

Establish a coordinated national strategy to
deal with pandemic-related fraud.

l

Increase vigilance for theft of targeted
medical products and substandard and
falsi ed medicines such as counterfeits,
expired, tampered and illegally diverted
medicines.

l

Share intelligence and best practices and
cooperate on cross-border investigations and
enforcement actions with other jurisdictions
and the private sector.

GOVERNMENTS
l

l

l

l

l

l

Prioritize the response to fraud among
COVID-19 emergency measures, allocate
resources to blocking distribution of fake,
falsi ed and substandard medical products
and medicines. Reiterate these messages by
top government oﬃcials.

INTERNET PLATFORMS
l

Increase vigilance to securing supply chains
(e.g., warehouses, hospitals) for genuine
COVID-19 related medical products and
medicines targeted by criminal organizations.

Increase policing and takedown of online
oﬀerings and advertisement of COVID-19
related medical products and medicines
purporting remedy to COVID-19.

l

Warn consumers about the risks of fake and
fraudulent products and medicines, especially
online sales of COVID-19 related high-demand
and quick- x products.

Warn online shoppers of the insurgence of
fake, fraudulent and substandard COVID-19
related products available on the subject
platform.

BRAND OWNERS
l

Warn businesses, especially small and mediumsized, about the dangers of buying products
from unfamiliar or unauthorized supply chains.

Support law enforcement by sharing data
from compromised supply chains.

l

Raise awareness about online shopping fraud
and increase monitoring of online oﬀerings of
counterfeit and other illicit products.

l

Increase vigilance to securing supply chains
for genuine COVID-19 related medical
products and medicines that are highly
targeted by criminal organizations.

l

Collaborate with health authorities and WHO
by rapid reporting of all con rmed incidents
of falsi ed medicines.

Step up collaborative work with Internet-based
shopping websites and social media networks
to accelerate prevention and removal of
suspicious sales oﬀers.
Impose immediate sanctions on the
manufacture and sale of fraudulent COVID-19
related products and pursue eﬀective
enforcement.
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COVID-19: PRODUCT FRAUD ALERT COVERAGE
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